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Abstract

Despite twenty-five years of the personal computer and a wealth of literature on all things

‘cyber-’ much of the discussion of computer-mediated communication remains pre-figured by

(misguided) binaries, such as material-electronic.  This dissertation (re)examines the

metaphorical concepts enfolded in constituting computer-mediated place(s).  Given the

upsurge of social networking websites, this inquiry attends to the place(s) of contemporary

phenomenon MySpace.com.  After Massey and Thrift I utilise prominent theories of

relationality, namely Actor-Network Theory.  This is situated in an understanding, through

the work of philosopher Gilles Deleuze and geographers such as J-D Dewsbury and Nigel

Thrift, of a ceaselessly taking-place or becoming world, significantly motivated by the affectual.

Following influential work on metaphor by Lakoff and Johnson and work on socio-technical

relations, by geographers such as Nick Bingham and Stephen Graham, I chart a typology of

transcendental, co-evolutionary and recombinatory metaphors for the Internet, with examples

from a cross-section of literature.  Evaluating how these metaphors are enrolled in the

conception of place(s) is achieved through a dual methodology of interviews, with expert

technological commentators and practitioners, and experimental Internet-based participant

observation, using MySpace.com.  I discuss the manner in which socio-technical assemblages

such as MySpace can be considered place(s) through empirical evidence, arguing that a

relational approach reveals a finer granularity and nuance to the production and performance

of place.  Interwoven through my analysis is an attention to the role of the pre-cognitive and

impersonal motivations of affect. I move on to evaluate how our normative spatial metaphors

orientate or map computer-mediated place(s) framed by the aforementioned typology of

metaphor.  This dissertation proposes an end to over-simplistic and technologically

determinate notions of ‘cyberspace’ by offering a beginning – a conceptualisation of place as an

intensity of socio-technical relations, which are an increasingly significant part of the

intermeshing skein of networks that makes up the social world.
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1

A Metaphorical Opening

Many people can recall their first contact with the Internet.  I can clearly remember standing

in the only computer room in my secondary school, in 1995, huddled around the only

computer with modem Internet access accompanied by some other pupils and a couple of

teachers. As each person suggested information we might search for, and pages were slowly

downloaded, one of the teachers remarked in a mix of awe and delight that the information we

were retrieving was being sent from machines on the other side of the planet.  The rapid

adoption of computing technology into everyday life, particularly the Internet, has provoked a

broad spread of reactions, both public and private, across the media, and in writing, film and

the arts.  Many of these are framed by such collective or personal experiences.  It is from these

significant events, from the ‘fiery imperative’, as Deleuze (1994) puts it, of these external

provocations that force us to think that my research takes its impetus.

To frame the conceptual arena of my research then is to outline the metaphors used to

describe the relatively new social and technical relations afforded by computing technology

and more specifically the Internet. In struggling to accommodate the rapid intersection and

integration of globally networked computing within everyday life we have adopted a variety of

analogies and metaphors to make sense of the new mechanisms of communication the internet

has afforded.  These metaphors are not simply poetic or fanciful; they do something.  As

Lakoff and Johnson (1980) notably suggest, metaphors are concepts we live by.  The spatial

metaphors for the Internet can, in this way, be seen as a call to action, a redefining of

relationality (Bingham, 1996; Hinchliffe, 1996; Thrift, 1996).  One would thus be forgiven
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for assuming the spatial metaphor of ‘cyberspace’ for the entanglement of digital networks into

social, cultural and economic life is a truism.

There is compelling evidence that the cyberspace metaphor as a means of describing the

complex assemblage of digital communications networks has been conveniently normalised

throughout academic work and in the quotidian press (Graham, 1998; Sawhney, 1996).

However, one might ask: what of the vernacular?  Whereas some academics, technologists and

journalists might be comfortable in speaking of a hyperreal ‘cyberspace’ within which digital

‘travellers' navigate ‘datascapes’ (see: Batty & Barr 1994; Batty, 1997; Benedikt, 1994a;

Dodge, 2001), it is far from clear if such metaphors rest easily in the popular lexicon.  Yet

there are record numbers of the UK population with Internet access, 99.9% of UK households

are connected to broadband-enabled telephone exchanges.  In September 2005 there were

15.5 million Internet connections, 8.84 million of which were broadband connections

(Ofcom, 2006: 34-42).  The average Internet user spent 9.9 hours online per week between

June and August 20051 (Ibid: 90).  Thus it seems reasonable to surmise that popular means of

articulating socio-technical relations have and will continue to emerge.

Untangling the Web

Through this research project I will attempt to address the common social conceptions of the

Internet and to test the strength of apparently normalised spatial metaphors for the Internet.

As Haythornthwaite and Wellman (2002) suggest, social research on the Internet in everyday

life must move beyond generalised and deterministic discourses of technology and the social,

often expressed through simple binaries such as ‘cyberspace’ impacting ‘society’.  There has

been a relatively recent and profound rise in the popularity and media coverage of social

interaction via the Internet, using Instant Messaging and community-oriented web

applications (see: Duffy, 2006; Hammersley, 2003; Hanman, 2005; Wiseman, 2005).  I will

therefore focus upon emerging communities that are made possible by the advent of Internet-
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based ‘social software’, in particular the much-fêted online assemblage ‘MySpace.com’ (see:

Brooker, 2006; Duffy, 2006; MySpace, 2006; Wiseman, 2005).

When presented with the labyrinthine nature (the impossibility of relating a multiplicity of

perceptions to a single whole, see: Tschumi, 1996: 40-1) of the Internet, or a part thereof,

such as MySpace.com, there is potential for a profuse assortment of scales, modalities and

methodologies of research that might be applied.  Thinking always as a geographer (after

Deleuze & Guattari, 1983: 83 cited in Jacobs, 1996: 379) the mind is drawn towards space

and place, and it is within the schema of the constitution of place that this project is situated.

I therefore intend to explore the geographical questions raised by computer-mediated social

assemblages, namely:

− How can community websites, or 'social software' - such as

MySpace.com, constitute places?

− How successful are popular spatial metaphors at orienting such

places?

− Does the mediation of technical interlocution change our affectual

understanding, our ‘cognition in action or pre-cognition’ (Harrison,

2004), of these, relatively, new places?

Given the centrality of the concepts of place and affect to the line of questioning pursued in

this project, what follows is a succinct outline of how these two concepts will be mobilised

within this project.
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Place-ing space

In order to uncover (some of) the ways in which computer-mediated communication

manifests place(s) it is necessary to identify what we are speaking of when we speak of place.

As Cresswell (2004: 1) notes: ‘Place is a word that seems to speak for itself’.  More importantly

perhaps, particularly to this dissertation, to discuss place is to discuss a quintessence of

geography.  To review discourses of place, even when limiting such a review to geographical

scholarship, is a daunting task.  Yet several excellent accounts have be written that provide a

more detailed and complete explanation of place than is possible here (see: Cresswell, 1996;

2004; Casey, 1998; Johnston, 1991; Massey, 1997; Relph, 1976).  What follows is a teasing

out of thematic signposts identifiable within discourses of place that will serve as a conceptual

lens through which a revealing gaze can be turned upon computer-mediated place.

Traditional notions of place might best be characterised as the identification of particular

locations or locales.  Following this, the concept of place can be applied to abstractions, such

as ideas, which can have their ‘place’ in the scheme of understanding (orientational spatial

metaphors are explored in greater depth in the Literature Review). Such an understanding of

place is an understanding of a bounded locale, a site with geometric limits.  Place is, in this

sense, some-‘where’ discernable through the geometry of Euclid and Descartes and the physics

of Aristotle.  On the Earth such places are locations identified by morphological or

demographic features that can be measured and mapped through ‘Locational’, ‘Regional’ and

‘Spatial’ Sciences (see: Chisholm, 1975; Haggett, 1965).  A traditional scientific view, David

Harvey suggests, affords ‘every reason to expect scientific laws to be formulated in all areas of

geographic research, and there is absolutely no justifcation for the view that laws cannot be

developed in human geography because of the complexity and waywardness of the subject-

manner’ (Harvey, 1969: 113).  A view Harvey was to renounce some years later (see below)

nonetheless it was symptomatic of a dominant ideographic scientific sensibility in geography.

Thus propagated were understandings of place as bounded locale and as subordinate to more

grandiose and universal conceptualisations of space.  Indeed, the implicit meanings that lie

behind the common usage of ‘place’ as a sign might be suggested to call upon such a heritage.
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The ‘chorological’ (after Hartshorne, 1939) notions of place as bounded region and the

environmentally deterministic notions of settlement as a response to environmental

imperatives (for example in the works of Ellen Churchill Semple) and even Carl Sauer’s

cultural geography (a prelude to humanistic geographies) all look to a logical definition of

regions that can be abstracted from the world and studied using a scientific geography.

The synchronic development of knowledge, across philosophy and the sciences, enrolled

philosophers in the advancement of geographical understandings of place.  The emergence of

humanistic geography in the 1970s arguably brought place explicitly to the forefront of

geographical enquiry (Cresswell, 2004: 19).  Unlike scientifically focussed (American) regional

and cultural geographies, humanistic geographers like Edward Relph (1976) and Yi-Fu Tuan

(1977) looked to continental (European) philosophy to formulate a subjective and more

experiential and phenomenological account of place: ‘unlike the spatial analyst, who must

begin with simplifying assumptions concerning man, the humanist begins with a deep

commitment to the understanding of human nature in all its intricacy’ (Tuan, 1974: 246).

Phenomenological accounts of place, drawing on the work of the philosophers Heidegger and

Merleau-Ponty, have the human at their centre, moving away from apparently simplistic ideas

of place as location, and equating notions of place with a deep-felt essential experience of

being-in-the-world (after Heidegger, 1977a):

‘The basic meaning of place, its essence, does not therefore come from
locations, nor from the trivial functions that places serve, nor from the
community that occupies it, nor from superficial or mundane experiences
[…].  The essence of place lies in the largely unselfconscious intentionality
that defines places as profound centers of human existence.’

(Relph, 1976: 43 cited in Cresswell, 2004: 23)

Place, in the humanistic account, is therefore pre-scientific and at the heart of our being-in-

the-world.  In this approach geographers are less concerned with ‘places’ as with ‘Place’.  Such

an human-centred conceptualisation is, obviously, not without its opposition.  With the rise

of radical politics in the latter third of the 20th Century, many (human) geographers, and

social scientists in general, have looked to social theoretical movements such as Marxism,

feminism, post-colonialism and post-structuralism, leading to theorisations of place as
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variously influenced by political economies, knowledges situated in socio-political groups and

the fallibility of linguistic mediation of reality.  There are accordingly a number of practice-

oriented conceptualisations of place.

As Cresswell (2004) suggests, whilst drawing upon phenomenological enquiry revitalised

geographical conceptualisations of place it also ‘constructed notions of place which some see as

essentialist and exclusionary, based on notions of rooted authenticity that are increasingly

unsustainable in the (post)modern world’ (Ibid: 26).  David Harvey (1989; 1996), for

example, posits that an essentialism of place gives rise to nostalgic sensibilities and myths of

community that mask the processes of social construction which form a fixity of capital, ergo

place.  Indeed, what is common to many, but not all, social expositions of place is the

production and performance of place via practices.  The work of geographers such as David

Seamon (1979; with Mugerauer, 1995) and Paul Cloke (et al. 2000; with Jones, 2001), and

also in the work of archaeologist Tim Ingold (2001), err on the side of a humanism founded

in the exploration or incorporation of our environments, the manner in which we annex

aspects of our surroundings to ourselves, making the strange familiar (see also: Cronon, 1991;

Lang, 1985).  The metaphorical conceptualisations of technological practices, such as

‘cyberspace’, which are betwixt and between word and world provide a good example of our

propensity for incorporation.  Such approaches resonate with the work of phenomenological

philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1962; 1963) in which the already existing world is

uncovered and opened to perception through our practical engagements.  However, the

limitations of practical abilities is also an important consideration, which is at the heart of

structuration theory, propounded by sociologist Anthony Giddens (see for example: Giddens,

1984), through which we might understand place as ‘what takes place ceaselessly, what

contributes to history in a specific context through the creation and utilisation of a physical

setting’ (Pred, 1984: 279 cited in Cresswell, 2004: 35).  The multiplicity of practices and

imaginings through which place is produced and imagined making any modern understanding

of place apparently heterogeneous according to Foucault (1984).  As such, there are many

‘other places’ (Foucault, 1984) that are heterotopic in nature insofar as they ‘contest and reverse
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sites’ (Casey, 1998: 300) through disputed historical practices.  Places are thus given moments

in time and space that are ‘the result of practices of those who were here before us but this

place in the future will be different.  It is not a once and for all achieved state’ (Cresswell,

2004: 36).

Relations are formed through the myriad and profuse processes and practices in this ceaselessly

taking-place (after Pred, 1984). These relations are always-already ‘becoming’, they hint at the

plurality of a world that is ‘more excessive than we can theorise’ (Dewsbury et al. 2002: 437;

original emphasis).  This excess has been problematised by philosophers and subsequently

geographers resulting in relational understandings of place. In understanding place as

produced and performed through the skein of interrelationships that are always already

ongoing it is crucial to recognise the importance of the non-human.  Other beings and things

perform and relate contributing to the becoming networks of relations that make places (after

Latour, 1993).  Following geographer Doreen Massey’s thinking of a ‘progressive sense of

place’ (Massey, 1997) we might therefore follow Cresswell’s (2004: 13 after Massey, 1997)

elucidation of place as open and hybrid, as a product of interconnecting relations, and

founded in routes rather than roots.  There is thus an ‘ecology of place’ according to Thrift

(1999), an ‘imbroglio of heterogeneous and more or less expansive hybrids performing ”not

one but many worlds” (Law, 1997: 9)’ (Thrift, 1999: 317).  Such a performative

conceptualisation of a becoming world asks important questions of our polysemic notions of

place. As Thrift (1999: 317) notes:

‘It is no surprise, then, that place is both so pivotal and so hard to grasp.  It
comes with the weight of numerous past associations. Yet it always depends
upon further works of association to activate these associations, let alone make
new ones.  It follows that it can never be completed.  Yet it is often that part
of a frighteningly contingent life that we most wish to complete.’

We might best understand place as a duration of intensity of relations, by which I mean the

duration of a focal point in a network of contingent relations with and within space.  Such a

duration is a snapshot of space-time, which is partial yet trans-subjective and never finished, as

places are innately tied into the becoming of the world.  Any place, particularly a place that

includes complex socio-technical relations, as the object of research can therefore only ever be
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partially captured.  The various speeds and modalities of relations making and taking place

necessarily leak through any account we can make, this requires the researcher to exercise a

choice of focus, but rather than relying upon past representations, an understanding of place

as relational and becoming, rather than fixed-being, calls us to ‘an academic stance that

embraces the unseen, perhaps intolerable ways, the world affects us’ (Dewsbury et al. 2002:

439).

Writing with Affect(ion)

Affect has a rich and varied array of meanings and definitions for an equally varied number of

theorists and scholars.  Recently in geographical journals there have been a number of different

attempts to produce theoretical definitions and, utilising these, calls for particular veins of

research (for example: Anderson, in press; McCormack, 2003; Thien, 2005; Thrift, 2004c;

Tolia-Kelly, 2006).  A gamut of understandings of affect can be traced across various

disciplines, from social psychology and studies of cognition to continental philosophy (for a

review see Thrift, 2004c).  The implicit danger to be recognised in any discussion of affect is a

confusion or simplification to ideas of emotion, a criticism that might be levelled at some

recent papers (see: Thien, 2005; Tolia-Kelly, 2006).  I will now briefly outline how I intend to

mobilise the concept of affect, with a focus upon thinking through affect to better surmise

conceptualisations of place.

Prominent amongst theorisations of affect is the work of philosopher Gilles Deleuze (in this

regard, often with Guattari, see: 1988; 1994) who develops the ideas of Baruch de Spinoza

(see: Deleuze, 1988). To productively follow this line of conceptualisation, we should

commence from an understanding of experience as trans-subjective (Dewsbury et al. 2002), in

which, according to Deleuze & Guattari (1988: 180), ‘there is no longer a self’ and bodies

vacillate like ‘a glowing fog […] that has affects and experiences movements and speeds’

(Ibid.).  We can therefore understand affect as a pre-cognitive and impersonal capacity.

Experience, according to (Deleuze & Guattari, 1994), can be understood in terms of ‘affects’,
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the pre-cognitive and perhaps involuntary recoil from a strong odour or the leap of the heart

when faced with an attractive man or woman, and ‘percepts’, the odour itself or the

appearance of the body.  The pre-cognitive nature of affect identifies it as an impersonal force

revealed in the ‘relations that inspire the world’ (Dewsbury et al. 2002: 439).  Affect, Thrift

(2004c: 60) suggests, can thus be understood ‘…as a form of thinking, often indirect and non-

reflective, it is true, but thinking all the same’.

In the context of this research project I will use affect in two principle ways: Firstly, as a

microphysics (after Rolfe, 2006) – the impersonal capacity of one body to affect another:

‘…if you define bodies and thoughts as capacities for affecting and being
affected, many things change.  You will define an animal, or a human being
not by its form, its organs, and its functions, and not as a subject either; you
will define it by the affects of which it is capable’

(Deleuze, 1988: 124 cited in Harrison, 2004).

Secondly, as a pre-cognitive modality that is an intensification of becoming (after Dewsbury,

2000; 2003), as either subject or object, which encompasses the full spectrum of feeling from

the visceral and haptic to the emotional.  Such modes host an array of ‘synesthetic perspectives

anchored in ([and] functionally limited by) the actually existing, particular things that embody

them’ (Massumi, 2002: 35; original emphasis), not limited to the subjective body but in

evidence in the products of the always already (recon)figuring relations that go to make up the

world.  Do we need ‘affect’ to conceptualise our experience of space and place?  Indubitably,

given that, to paraphrase Hamlet, there are more things in this world than can be understood,

represented or conceived of consciously.  Our relations are often motivated pre-cognitively

and affect, therefore, provides a means of theoretically articulating such motivations.  So,

affect is surely a fundamental part of our becoming in the world and thus is significant in the

construction and performance of place.

Given such an understanding of affect and place, it is worth restating the research questions

for this project: If affectual experience is modified, at all, by technically mediated relationality,

how does this change how we construct, conceive, and perform place? Ergo, can web 'sites' be
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properly considered places given the technical mediation of the relations that frame them? Can

web ‘sites’ therefore be places by virtue of just being or are they places because they are related

to the human?

Structuring the Investigation

This project is an investigation into how the Internet has inspired detailed and elaborate

spatial metaphors for describing the abstract nature of the medium. Furthermore, this project

is an exploration of the manner in which collections of inter-related web pages, which are

apparently being used to construct communities, can be considered places.  To pursue this

investigation I will commence with a brief theoretical investigation of concepts of metaphor.

This will inform a following review of literature in discourses of computer-mediated

communication across several disciplines.  A variety of methods are available to the researcher

of social science studying computer-mediated communication, I will therefore briefly review

the relative merits and problems of forming a methodology for ‘online’ research in a short

chapter on methods, informed by prior discussion documented in the Appendix.

Subsequently, I will interweave my theoretical discussion with empirical findings in a modest

analysis of the placial nature of MySpace and how various users and experts understand place

in the context of the Internet.  In concluding I hope to be able to inform debates upon the

nature of our relationship with and through an increasingly pervasive panoply of technology.
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2

Thinking Metaphorically

We are driven by the ‘push’ (Thrift, 2000) of events to make sense of our becoming in the

world.  Language is thus prefigured by events (Deleuze, 1990) and making sense of the world

in which we find ourselves is an apophenia, an ‘unmotivated seeing of connections’ (Conrad,

1958), a synchronically conscious and unconscious effort to construct and redefine relations

between the known and the unknown.  It is at the sharp end of our becoming; in the

processual unfolding, of the world, where we are confronted by new experiences, that we are

compelled to conceptualise the foreign in relation to the familiar: ‘The essence of metaphor is

understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another’ (Lakoff & Johnson,

1980: 5).  It is through metaphorical concepts that we come to understand the new and

increasingly complex social, spatial and technical relations that enable the production and

performance of space and place.  An investigation of any socio-spatial phenomenon,

particularly a new phenomenon that appears to be changing relationality, must implicitly be

an investigation of metaphor.  Therefore, in this chapter I will review literature on the

inherence of metaphor and investigate how this affects a broad gamut of (inter-) disciplinary

discourses of computer-mediated communication.  I will begin with a brief investigation of

theories of metaphor because, as already suggested, ‘…metaphors serve as a tool for

exploration’ (Sawhney, 1996: 303), making the alien familiar. Charting a typology of spatial

metaphors for the Internet I will thus situate the various metaphorical expositions and

imaginings of computer-mediated communications.
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Metaphorically Speaking

Metaphors do things. As Lakoff and Johnson notably suggest, in their key 1980 text,

metaphors are concepts we live by.  Metaphorical concepts contextualise and redefine the

relations that go to make up our reality.  Metaphors are pervasive in everyday life, they are not

simply linguistic constructs they are an endemic conceptual system. To the extent that, our

everyday understanding of the world, “[o]ur ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we

both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980: 3).

The systematic nature of metaphorical concepts is at the heart of how we understand one idea

in terms of another. One might therefore suggest that metaphors are in the order of dispositif

(after Foucault)1, as metaphors mark ‘the conceptual and practical line along which apparently

unconnected things can be unified in the mind’ (Shields, 1991: 44).

An interesting example of our human predilection to metaphorical thinking is that abstract

concepts such as computer-mediated communication are not conceived of analogously, ‘as if’

they are highways or libraries (see Stefik, 1996), but are  ‘…metaphors (‘as being’ mode) […]

creating a ‘tension’ by juxtaposing terms from two different domains’ (Sawhney, 1996: 292

after Johnson, 1981).  For example, the Internet is an ‘Information Superhighway’ in the

parlance of Al Gore (1993), or the Internet is a ‘cyberspace’, as Benedikt (1991b: 2) suggests,

‘a territory swarming with data […] and mindstuff’.  According to Reddy (1979 cited in

Lakoff & Johnson, 1980) metaphors are commonly ‘conduits’ for transmitting ideas.

However, many uses of metaphor are only partially structured, part of the metaphorical

concept might not fit – we can give somebody time but not receive the same time back, only a

similar amount (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980: 12-13).  Lakoff and Johnson (1980) suggest there is

a compelling reason for people to try to view a life situation in terms of a consistent set of

                                                       
1 It has been suggested in various quarters (Cooper, 1981; Reiss, 1982; Shields, 1991) that Foucault

uses dispositif thematically in three ways: As a means of explaining formative acts that strategically order

people and things in crisis; to indicate a juridical or conventional ‘mode of relations among elements’

(Shields, 1991: 44); or to denote the connecting thread between a diverse array of theoretical discourses.

Given this understanding of dispositif, we might situate metaphorical conceptualisation both as a mode

of relations and as a connecting of seemingly unrelated notions.
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(objective) metaphors.  The reason is, simply, that given a structured and consistent set of

metaphorical concepts it is possible to draw inferences about the situation that will not

conflict with one another (1980: 220).  They go on to suggest that the primary reason why

many conceptual systems have inconsistent metaphors for singular concepts is that no one

metaphor is sufficient.  According to Lakoff and Johnson ‘Each one gives a certain

comprehension of one aspect of the concept and hides others’ (1980: 221).  Thus to conceive

of a concept in terms of a fixed set of metaphors hides many aspects of the reality of any given

situation.  Conversely, metaphorical concepts ‘can be extended beyond the range of ordinary

literal ways of thinking and talking into [the] figurative, poetic, colourful or fanciful […]’

(Lakoff & Johnson, 1980: 13).  This allows writers to visualise very powerful images, as the

abstract exchange of data in computer-mediated communication becomes: ‘A world in which

the global traffic of knowledge, […] entertainments, and alter-human agency takes on form

[…] blossoming in a vast electronic night’ (Benedikt, 1991b: 1).

Some metaphorical concepts do not structure one concept in terms of another, but instead

organise a broader system of concepts with respect to one another.  These can be called

‘orientational metaphors’ (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980).  Metaphors can thus be a means of

orientation for complex concepts; they commonly involve the spatialisation of concepts to

invoke a coherent system based upon familiar frames of reference.  An accessible means of

situating and understanding new developments in our everyday lives is provided by

metaphorical concepts, particularly with the rapid adoption of new technologies – as seen in

Benedikt (1991a). Spatial metaphors might therefore be suggested as ‘perhaps the only

conceptual tool we have for understanding the development of a new technology’ (Sawhney,

1996: 293).  It follows that social realities may be created via metaphorical concepts, guiding

new production and performance of space.  Such actions inevitably fit and perpetuate the

metaphor – ‘In this sense metaphors can be self-fulfilling prophecies’ (Lakoff & Johnson,

1980: 156).  For example, at the time of the popularisation of the Internet (the mid to late

1990s) the postal system became jokingly referred to as ‘snail-mail’, in the early to mid 2000s,

thanks partly to the mass-adoption of email, this is an increasingly fit epithet as the UK postal
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system no longer provides strictly timetabled two deliveries and three pick-ups per day, but

rather gives an un-scheduled single delivery and pick-up per day (see: BBC News Online,

2002; Curry, 2006).  New metaphors have a significant capacity, therefore, to define a view of

reality ‘through a coherent network of entailments that highlight some features of reality and

hide others’ (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980: 157).  Particular metaphors are not only memetically

reinforced as the most coherent means of explaining an experience, or phenomenon, but are

also adopted as the truth of that experience, ‘truths are illusions of which one has forgotten

they are illusions’ (Nietzsche, 1909: 173-88 cited in Miller, 2006: 64).  This shift from

metaphorical concept to something absolute and objective is dangerous (Lakoff & Johnson,

1980: 159-162), particularly as it denies that words have formative meanings that are

malleable, which is implicit in the examples presented above, so that we can understand the

possibility that a post-structural understanding opens up for creativity and experimentation in

our mediation of the world2.  The acceptance of metaphors, often without question,

particularly in the case of the rapid familiarisation of new technologies thus ‘forces us to focus

only on those aspects of our experience that it highlights, [and] leads us to view the entailments

of the metaphor as being true’ (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980: 157).  Yet, as both Lakoff & Johnson

(1980) and Miller (2006) attest, metaphors fall in and out of use in the ebb and flow of

linguistic fashion.  Indeed, there are already questions being raised about how apposite the

notion of ‘cyberspace’ is for conceptualising modern computer-mediated communications

(see: Pang & Pescovitz, 2006).  Metaphorical conceptualisation then, is not only endemic to

our linguistically mediated understanding of the world but in stemming from us, and just like

us, metaphorical concepts are never fixed but always evolving at a varying pace, they are

processual, in their becoming.

As intimated throughout the preceding paragraphs, the social adoption of technology is a

particular case in which metaphor is significantly employed to articulate perceptual and thus

conceptual schema.  The anticipation, the production and the continuing development of
                                                       
2 This is exemplified in Deleuze’s (1990) exploration of meaning, meaninglessness and (non)sense, with

particular reference to Lewis Carroll’s paradoxical stories of ‘Alice in Wonderland’ and ‘Alice through

the Looking Glass’.
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computer-mediated communications technologies, the technologies of the Internet, have

spawned an array of spatial metaphors.  In the next section I will trace a typology of these

metaphors, drawing on a wide array of literature.

A Typology of metaphors for the Internet

‘One helpful way is to think of the National Information Infrastructure as a
network of highways – much like the Interstates begun in the fifties’

Vice President Al Gore, National Press Club, 21st Dec. 1993

‘Cyberspace: A common mental geography, built, in turn, by consensus an
revolution, canon and experiment; a territory swarming with data and lies,
with mind stuff and memories of nature, with a million voices and two
million eyes in a slient, invisible concert of enquiry, deal-making, dream
sharing, and simple beholding’.          (Benedikt, 1991b: 2)

In struggling to accommodate the rapid intersection and integration of the globally

networked, computer-mediated communications systems that are the Internet within everyday

life we have adopted a variety of analogies and metaphors to make sense of the new

mechanisms of communication the Internet has afforded.  As a variety of literature (Lakoff &

Johnson, 1980; Miller, 2006; Sawhney, 1996; Stefik, 1996) has shown metaphorical

conceptualisation is at the heart of our efforts to make sense of the world, which has in the

case of computer-mediated communications and the Internet resulted in ‘a plurality of

clashing, resonating and shocking metaphors’ (Pile, 1994: 1817).  Spatial metaphors are a

convenient means to understand new technologies but have proved dominating concepts in

the unfolding of computer-mediated communications and the Internet.  This veritable

cacophony of spatial metaphors – ‘cyberia’, ‘cyberspace’, ‘information superhighway’, ‘I-way’,

‘the matrix’, amongst others – has been formed, adopted and suplemented by a variety of

commentators and academicians; a small number of geographers, many technologists and a

broad spectrum of cultural analysts and observers with particular interests in emerging

technologies.  Folding in theories of metaphor  ‘… whether in national politics or in everyday

interaction, people in power get to impose their metaphors’ (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980: 157).
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A popular acquiescence to such spatial metaphors for the Internet thus forms normative

conceptualisations of the complex and abstract.  There is thus a danger of creating a simple

technological determinism when thinking about how new technologies are related to social,

cultural and spatial change.  Without an appropriately critical consideration of social, spatial

and technical relations there is therefore a danger of sinking into the ‘reductionist,

deterministic, over-simplistic and stale’ (Graham, 1998: 167).

However, to paint all spatial-metaphorical discourses of computer-mediated communication

as imposed from on high, or as deterministic or reductionist would be at best over simplistic

and at worst crude or glib.  Whilst there is certainly a danger, especially amongst nascent

technological developments, to resort to the deterministic and utopian, there is, of course, a

finer granularity of debate and speculation about the nature of socio-technical relations.  One

can therefore chart a broad range of metaphorical conceptualisations of computer-mediated

communications across the imaginative spectrum.  From transcendental imaginings of

shedding the corporeal for the abstract fusion of mind and data (for example: Benedikt,

1991b; Gibson, 1984; Mitchell, 1995) to materially bound conceptualisations of vast

interweaving networks that flow with vast quantities of electronic data (for example: Adams,

1998; Batty & Barr, 1994; Mitchell, 1999).  In a relatively early, and perhaps prescient, paper

on ‘The end of geography or the explosion of place?’ Stephen Graham (1998) posits three

broad perspectives of conceptualisations of socio-spatial relationality of computer-mediated

communications: Firstly, there are suppositions of transcendence, wherein human subjective

existence can be ‘upgraded’ (and thus negated) to new technical existences; secondly there are

discussions of co-evolution, in which electronic and territorial ‘spaces’ are co-produced as part

of ongoing restructuring of the political-economic system; finally, and most recently, there are

notions of recombination, arguing that a fully relational view (following Actor Network

Theory, see: Latour, 1993; 1996) is necessary to uncover the ‘complex, contingent and subtle’

(Graham, 1998: 167) becoming of socio-technical relations.  In reviewing this breadth of

metaphorical conceptualisation I will therefore chart a typology of spatial metaphors for
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computer-mediated communication following Graham’s (1998) three perspectives of

transcendence, co-evolution and recombination.

Substitution & Transcendence

‘Cyberspace.  A consensual hallucination experienced daily by billions […] A
graphic representation of data abstracted from the banks of every computer in
the human system.  Unthinkable complexity. Lines of light ranged in the
nonspace of the mind, clusters and constellations of data.  Like city lights
unfolding’ (Gibson, 1984: 67).

A heady concoction of hyperreal imagery full of u- and dys- topic promise has been

concentrated into the metaphor, myth and archetype (Stefik, 1996) of perhaps the most

evocative and (mis-)used conceptualisation of computer-mediated communication:

‘Cyberspace: A new universe, a parallel universe created and sustained by the world’s

computers and communications lines’ (Benedikt, 1991b: 1).  Variously espoused in literature,

cinema and theory, cyberspace encapsulates a ‘common vision of a future that will be different

from the present, of a space or a reality that is more desirable than the mundane one that

presently surrounds and contains us […]’ (Robins, 1995: 135).  Cyberspace was conceived

and popularised as a detailed and lucid vision of a singular immersive alternate space in

William Gibson’s (1984) novel ‘Neuromancer’.  A relatively small and brief literary movement

ensued as ‘cyberpunk’, a sub-genre of science fiction, dealt primarily in visions of dystopian

supra-urban squalor that can only be escaped through submission to some sort of technical

incorporation3.  An early geographical foray can be found in a mid-1990s imagining of the

effect of 50 years of cyberspace on geography by Steve Pile (1994), which foresees a dystopian

world in which to be a geographer one must own the technology to access a ‘cyberspace’ in

which ‘metaphors are at war: that is, the Ground (as cyberspace is commonly known

nowadays) is a minefield… it cannot be trusted’ (Pile, 1994: 1817)

                                                       
3 For a review of the geographical enrolment of cyberpunk see: Featherstone & Burrows, 1995; Kitchin

& Kneale, 2001; and Kneale, 1999.
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Intoxicating imaginings such as the ‘bright lattices of logic unfolding across the colourless

void’ (Gibson, 1984: 11) of Gibson’s cyberspace proved a popular and prolific muse to other

authors, cinematographers, technologists and theorists alike.  Neal Stephenson similarly

imagined a singular alternate ‘Metaverse’ in his novel ‘Snow Crash’ (1991), which, whilst it

did not find similar influence in subsequent literature, spawned a progeny of attempts to

realise his vision.  ‘Active Worlds’, ‘There’, and most recently ‘Second Life’ (see: Figures 2.1-

2.3) are all three-dimensional simulated worlds, navigable from the point of view of a

simulated figure, an ‘avatar’.  The company Blaxxun4 was formed to explore the possibilities of

realising a ‘Metaverse’, an imagined other, electronic, world, akin to Stephenson’s (1991)

imaginings.  Yet more explicit still, is the ‘Metaverse Roadmap’ of the Acceleration Studies

Foundation (ASF), a project to ‘discover and create a future of “exponential promise”’.  Such

efforts are driven by a seemingly unashamed belief in the future transcendence of a technically

mediated reality espousing ‘a faith that, this time around, a new technology will finally and

truly deliver us from the limitations and frustrations of this imperfect world’ (Robins, 1995:

136).  Curiously, this technological faith is largely, if not deliberately, ignorant of modern

social and political ills.  For example Kevin Robins suggests problems such as ‘ethnic conflict,

resurgent nationalism, [and] urban fragmentation’ (1995: 137) are seen as non-existent in

cyberspace.

Several science fiction films in the 1990s such as ‘The Lawnmower Man’ (1992), ‘EXisitenZ’

(1999) and most famously ‘The Matrix’ (1999) drew upon notions of transcendental

technically-mediated or technologically produced space that trace a clear lineage from

Gibson’s early evocation of cyberspace.  In a similar vein, some geographical literature of the

1990s reflects an adoption of a post-human, or beyond-biological transcendence, in which the

‘cyborg’ emerges as an entity with an expansive technical spatiality (for example: Joyce, 1997;

Lupton, 1995; Tomas, 1995).

                                                       
4 ‘Blaxxun’ is an imaginary place central to the narrative of the ‘metaverse’ of Stephenson’s (1991)

novel.
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Figure 2.1 – ‘Active Worlds’
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Awb.jpg)

Figure 2.3 – ‘There’
(http://www.virtualworldsreview.com/there/gallery/08.jpg)

Figure 2.2 – ‘Second Life’ (http://www.adinfo.qc.ca/alex/wp-
content/uploads/2006/02/ScreenShot011.png)
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There has also been a relatively rapid assimilation of notions of technical transcendence in

cultural theory and in socio-technological commentary both in print and published on the

Internet.  Howard Rheingold’s (1998) study of ‘Virtual Communities’, largely as an active

developer and participant, highlighted some enthusiastic participation of computer users in

collective attempts to will into being alternate realities into which they can escape:

‘I know a person who spends hours of his day as a fantasy character who
resembles ‘a cross between Thorin Oakenshield and the Little Prince’, and is
an architect and educator and bit of a magician aboard an imaginary space
colony: by day, David is an energy economist in Boulder, Colorado, father of
three: at night he’s Spark of Cyberion City – a place where I’m known only as
Pollenator’.       (Rheingold, 1998: 147)

The tide of commentary in the US around computer-mediated communications swelled in the

1990s inline with the growth of access and usage of the Internet and the rapidly declining cost

of computer hardware.  Speculation and imaginings that might have once been treated as

fiction were accepted as critical commentary and ‘futurology’ (for example: Kellogg et al.

1991; Lanier, 1990; Novak, 1991).  Many of the staff of the magazine WIRED, launched in

1993, came to dominate popular discourses of an emerging technologically enabled lifestyle,

pushing a particular brand of technological determinism, if not utopianism.  Writers such as

Douglas Rushkoff made grand claims for the near future and coined neologisms to describe

socio-technical developments:

‘New computer interface technologies such as virtual reality promise to make
the datasphere a place where we can take not only our minds but our bodies
along for the ride […].  [A] common belief emerges that the evolution of
humanity has been a willful progression toward the construction of the next
dimensional home for consciousness.  We need a new word to express this
boundless territory. The kids […] call it Cyberia’.         (Rushkoff, 1994: 16)

Drawing upon the language and imagery of the dominant ideological force in the formation of

the Internet, the United States of America, writers such as John Perry Barlow5 penned pseudo-

constitutional and socially legitimising works such as ‘A Declaration of the Independence of

Cyberspace’ in which grand proclamations for liberty through transcendence were avowed: ‘I

come from Cyberspace, the new home of Mind’ (Perry Barlow, 1996).  Juxtaposing

                                                       
5 Perry Barlow is a native of Palo Alto – Silicon Valley, former lyricist of psychedelic band ‘Grateful

Dead’ and is a co-founder of the Electronic Frontiers Foundation
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contemporary activities with popular cultural theory, users are, for example, ‘electronic

flâneur[s]’ suggests (Mitchell, 1995: 7) that ‘hang out on the network’.

Transcendental-metaphorical narratives of computer-mediated communications commonly

cast technology as ‘an essential and independent agent of change that is separated from the

social world’ (Graham, 1998: 168).  In a curious case of life imitating art, the efforts of

agencies such as the ASF and WIRED magazine espouse a form of technological determinism

in which ‘the new technological order provides the narrative mill.  The new machines become

both the model for society and its most conspicuous sign’ (Thrift, 1996: 147).

Transcendental narratives therefore perpetuate a simplistic technological determinism.

Discourses of transcendental synthesis of mind and body are, of course, not a new

phenomenon, as Robins (1995: 140) suggests, they are ‘no more than a mundane,

commonsense reformulation of the (Kantian) transcendental imagination, rooted in a

coherent and unified subjectivity’.  To desire such a vacuous state of affairs is dangerously

naïve and simplistic, and ‘obfuscate [sic.] the complex relations between new communications

and information technologies and space, place and society’ (Graham, 1998: 167).

Co-evolution

Simple binary notions of technical substitution for material and bodily presence ignore the

reality of complex processes that arguably link the continuing development computer-

mediated communications and the production of space and place.  The most widespread

conceptualisation of technological development is that of the co-evolution of two distinct

realms, the material or physical and the digital or electronic, which are adjoined but do not

overlap.  Such a conceptualisation is not dissimilar from transcendental imaginings, in so far as

co-evolutionary narratives still suggest a separation of material space from a ‘cyberspace’.

However, rather than advocating a corporeal substitution, ‘complex articulations’ (Graham,

1998: 172) have been formed between the material and computer-mediated abstract.

Geographical literature, and literature in the broader social sciences, has, in many cases,
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adopted a co-evolutionary perspective of dualisms as a normative means of articulating

computer-mediated communication.  Research projects on geographies of children and

parenthood with regard to the Internet have particularly espoused the dualisms of online-

offline and physical-virtual (see for example: Holloway & Valentine, 2001a; 2001b; 2002;

Madge & O’Connor, 2005).  Many explorations of retailing and commerce on the Internet

also commence from a co-evolutionary perspective whereby the ‘impact’ of online or

electronic retailing can be measured on the more established ‘bricks-and-mortar retailers’

(Currah, 2002: 1411; see also: Pritchard, 1999; Sun & Wang, 2005; Wrigley et al. 2002).

Whilst the development of new technologies opens up experiences of ‘de-localisation’, Kevin

Robins (1995: 153) suggests that  ‘we continue to have physical and localised existences.  We

must [therefore] consider our state of suspension between these two conditions’.  Of course,

such ideas are not new, Forster’s 1909 dystopian tale of human mechanical reliance, ‘The

Machine Stops’, and McLuhan’s (1964) articulation of a ‘global village’ and media-driven

‘extensions of man’ plot a diverse historical heritage leading up to the development of a

commonly accessible desktop computer:

‘…a medium that can dynamically simulate the details of any other medium,
including media that cannot exist physically.  It is not a tool, although it can
act like many tools.  It is the first metamedium, and as such it has degrees of
freedom for representation and expression never before encountered and as yet
barely investigated’.             (Kay, 1984: 59)

Epiphanic moments of transcendence were thus eclipsed by the pragmatics of socio-economic

and technological discussions of the rapidly increasing metropolitan, national and

international telecommunications networks.  United States’ President Clinton’s

administration pursued development of a National Information Infrastructure (NII) that was

championed by Vice President Gore and popularised as the ‘Information Superhighway’ (see:

Adams, 1998; Stefik, 1996), sometimes shortened to the ‘I-way’.  Many have framed this

transport-based metaphor with further spatial metaphors.  Stefik (1996), for example, suggests

several metaphorical concepts, confusingly defining them as ‘metaphors for the I-way’, making

them metaphors for a metaphor(!).  These are highly media-oriented, orientational metaphors

that draw a direct equivalence between the NII and previous technologies: a library; the postal
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system; or a marketplace.  A pattern that, according to Pool (1983: 289) is not uncommon:

‘Whether rational or not, it is common to find social regulation of a new technology patterned

after some older technology that it appears to resemble (at least at first)’.  Whilst social

development is implicit to many notions of co-evolution of the human and technological,

many writers also somewhat remove the social and cultural.  Some speculations imply that the

production of place is an individual activity, allowing technology to step in into the breach

and not only mediate communication but also space and place, creating a form of spatial fixity

in the production of space through communications networks:

‘digital living will include less and less dependence upon being in a specific
place at a specific time, and the transmission of place itself will start to become
possible.  If I could really look out of the electronic window of my living room
in Boston and see the Alps, hear the cowbells, and smell the (digital) manure
in summer, in a way I am very much in Switzerland’

(Negropente, 1995: 165).

Such conceptualisations of telecommunications-led development are not limited to pundits

and commentators.  Governments have produced significant amounts of policy on

technological developments, which, as Sawhney (1996: 292) asserts, formed a ‘near total

reliance on metaphors to think about the emerging telecommunications infrastructure’

(Sawhney, 1996: 292).  Changes in administration lead to differing trends in metaphor,

President G. W. Bush’s administration has moved from the ‘I-way’ back, in some senses, to

cyberspace:

‘Cyberspace is [a] nervous system—the control system of our country.
Cyberspace is composed of hundreds of thousands of interconnected
computers, servers, routers, switches, and fiber optic cables that allow our
critical infrastructures to work’.

(Department for Homeland Security [USA], 2003: vii)

Co-evolutionary arguments of the 1990s were necessarily explicit in their evocation of

telecommunications network-based development (see: Graham & Marvin, 1996), in which

the material and the abstract are juxtaposed: ‘The character of the network is defined by the

way these discrete technological pieces are put together in an interconnected manner over the

geographical space’ (Sawhney, 1996: 293).  Over time, public familiarisation with the abstract

nature of data and their transmission and transformation have led to more implicit discourses

of technologically-enabled social development, particularly development through computer-
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mediated communications.  The UK Government thus appoints a Chief Information Officer

and produces policy on ‘Transformational Government, Enabled by Technology’ (Cabinet

Office, 2006).  Underlying much of this public discourse is a trend of socio-spatial

theorisation of human-centred networks (Castells, 1996) of capital and information.

Telecommunication infrastructure developments thus form tensions between spatial fixity and

socio-economic mobility (after Harvey, 1985; and Swyngedouw, 1993)6 that, according to

Graham (1998: 176), create ‘asymmetric social struggle[s] to gain and maintain social power,

the power to control space and social processes over distance’.

Re-combination

‘[Technological networks] are composed of particular places, aligned by a
series of branchings that cross other places and require other branchings in
order to spread.  Between the lines of the network there is, strictly speaking,
nothing at all: no train, no telephone, no intake pipe, no television sets.
Technological networks, as the names suggests, are networks thrown over
spaces, and they retain only a few scattered elements of those spaces.  They are
connected lines, not surfaces.  They are by no means comprehensive, global or
systematic, even though they embrace surfaces without covering them, and
extend a long way’.      (Latour, 1993: 177-178)

Our final thread of a typology of spatial metaphor broadly traces a plexus of relational views.

In many ways superseding the singularity of metaphor and opening up contingent, relational

perspectives of the linkage between technology and social worlds.  Technology does not work

in ‘splendid isolation’, rather – as Latour (1993; 1996) and Law (1994; 1997) suggest in

outlining a theory of ‘actor networks’ – technology is situated in interlinking relations between

human and non-human agents or ‘actants’, with and within space and place.

A singular ‘cyberspace’, then, is a fantastical and perhaps reassuring illusion, ‘motivated by a

passion for absolute certainty and order masquerading as its opposite’ (Thrift, 1996: 1466).

There are instead a ‘skein of networks’ (Latour, 1993) straddling, linking and weaving through

various spaces.  We need to consider the diverse and interlinked, material and immaterial

                                                       
6 For a more detailed discussion of socio-economic mobilities derived from telecommunications see:

Graham, 1998; 2004 and Kirsch, 1995.
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(perhaps ephemeral) infrastructures of computer-mediated communications and how they

support and spawn a vast and constantly changing panoply of contingent actor-networks.

Rather than considering orientational and spatial metaphors as an (human) authoritative

‘mode of ordering’ (Law, 1994) they can be considered as engrained linguistic tools that ‘help

make tangible the enormously complex and arcane technological systems which underpin the

Internet […]’ (Graham, 1998: 166).  Metaphors are tools that can be used, discarded, and

more significantly updated (as suggested by Lakoff & Johnson, 1980 and Miller, 2006).  We

can thus see the adoption and mutation of metaphors for computer-mediated communication

as a conscious signification of agency.  An indicator of the continuing conscious and

unconscious development of how the complex assemblage of socio-technical relations plays

out the production and performance of the Internet.  Far from being fixed, socio-technical

assemblages – that variously make up material and technically-mediated place – and the

metaphors used to signify them are always ‘between things, interbeing, intermezzo’ (Deleuze &

Guattari, 1988: 27), they are not fixed in ‘being’ but processual in becoming.  Human and

non-human actants, human users and non-human technical components, are always already

situated in relational assemblages, according to geographers such as Thrift (1996, 2005) and

Bingham (1996: 644) ‘nothing means outside of its relations: it makes no more sense to talk of

‘a machine’ in general than it does to talk of ‘a human’ in general’:

‘… electronic communications technologies are no longer an economic, social
or cultural eathquake, but rather a part of a continuing performative history of
‘technological’ practices, a complex archive of stances, emotions, tacit and
cognitive knowledges, and presentations and re-presentations, which seek out
and construct these technologies in certain ways rather than others’.

(Thrift, 1996: 1474)

It is clearly important not to lose the human, of which there is a danger in the construction of

social-technological dualisms and the use of hyperbole in the attribution of agency to

technology throughout transcendental accounts of cyberspace. We need to be wary of

adopting, even implicitly, technologically deterministic models and metaphors of socio-

technical change.  This is crucial when considering the complex and somewhat abstract

ongoing development of computer-mediated communications.  It is also imperative, in

pursuing such a relational understanding, to pay attention to the affective capacities of agents
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(both human and technological), and not only to focus on the (relatively) easy to empirically

access aspects of the social and the technical, the quantifiable features of relations.

Tracing a typology of metaphors for the Internet reveals a change in subtlety of detail over

time.  One might argue that the general chronological trend of moving between perspectives

of transcendence, co-evolution and re-combination is a question of the gradual maturity of

discourses around computer-mediated communication.  Interestingly this is exemplified in the

writings of William J. Mitchell.  Mitchell commences from an objectivist argument for

technical transcendence in his early work: ‘City of Bits’ (1995).  Moving on to notions of a co-

evolution of communications technology and corporeality (1999) Mitchell tentatively adjusts

his arguments towards suggesting a more nuanced, complex and contingent web of inter-

relations in socio-technical life (2005).

Whilst the majority of the material reviewed here is relatively recent, in proportion to the

historical development of memes into established research themes, this literature is

significantly behind contemporary developments, particularly with regard to the development

of the Internet and the new forms of relationality thus produced.  For example, whilst social

software7 has exploded both in its number of users8 and its press coverage (see: Brooker, 2006;

Wisemann, 2005), it has received little attention in peer-reviewed academic research articles or

projects.  It has largely been left to the likes of WIRED magazine (for example: Howe, 2005;

Poulson, 2006; Reiss, 2006) and the copious quantity of technological pundits and bloggers to

comment on this phenomenon.

A reasonable amount of commentary has been produced in this vein but much of it is ignorant

of broader social theoretical and philosophical debates and can thus come across as rather glib.

                                                       
7 Social software or social networking sites are now in abundance for example the very popular MySpace

and indeed, there are many other online communities such as:  Bebo, Facebook, Faceparty, Friendster,

LinkedIn and Orkut.
8 The number of users on MySpace is approximately 97 million according to MySpace.com (retrieved

on: 27/07/06).
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There is, therefore, a space for geographical research that addresses new movements in socio-

technical relations such as social Internet services like MySpace that will be addressed in this

research project.
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3

Considering Methodically

I refer to ‘an end of cyberspace’, which might be considered presumptuous, particularly given

my explicit adoption of a relational approach that - centrally influenced by Actor Network

Theory (ANT) and post-structuralist continental philosophy - largely holds with a processual

view of the world in which we are caught in the betwixt and between of ‘becoming’

(Dewsbury, 2000; Pred, 1984; Thrift, 2000).  However, by understanding metaphors as

slippery concepts that are central to an ongoing linguistic mediation of the world, an end is

synchronically a beginning.  As previously stated, both Lakoff & Johnson (1980) and Miller

(2006) attest that metaphors fall in and out of use and have an ongoing transformation in

meaning and articulation.  Place thought through metaphor, and increasingly understood as

thought through affect, must therefore be considered as transitory, making this research an

investigation of a duration of a peculiar assemblage of relations.  In the time available, given

the nature and context of this research project, it may not be possible to fully answer the

conceptual questions I have raised around the role of affect in the constitution of place.

Rather, with an experimental methodology, as follows, a modest engagement with the place of

an online community can provide a secure basis for further research, offering new and revised

research questions for consideration and uncovering interesting areas for further discussion.

The review of literature in earlier chapters sets out a clear account of how metaphors are

utilised and a genealogy of the metaphors for computer-mediated communications that can be

tested and applied through empirical investigation.  Given a contingent and subjective

relational understanding of place that is refracted through affectual thinking, such empirical
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research should try and reflect the multivariate interactions that go toward instantiating

place(s).  I have therefore employed a methodology of four weeks of experimental internet-

based, or ‘online’, participant observation (after: Crang, 2005; Hine, 2000; 2005b) using

MySpace, combined with interviews with expert commentators on the Internet and designers

of computer-mediated communications systems.  Whilst ethnographies, especially short-term

projects, have faced critique in terms of the depth likely to be revealed in analysis (for further

discussion see: Herbert, 2000: 558-63), particularly through overt participant observation, an

experimental approach of complimentary methods should afford the opportunity to reveal

greater nuance than might be achieved using one of these methods individually1.

Observant Online Participation

Taking a relational view in research (Massey, 1997; Thrift, 1999) necessarily involves

accepting, as a premise, that the account to be produced will be partial and contingent. In

pursuing the relations that exist with and within the object of research it is necessary to pay

attention to both the human and non-human, in the background as well as the foreground, to

notice the apparently inconsequential as well as the arresting.  As Latour (2004: 226) suggests,

whilst explaining a central tenet of ANT, we should be open to ‘anything that modifies a state

of affairs by making a difference [as] an actor – or, if it has no figuration as yet, an actant’.  To

maximally uncover these networks of relations, ethnographic methods have proven invaluable

in social sciences research, although until recently such methods have been perhaps underused

in human geographic research (see: Herbert, 2000).  Indeed, despite a quarter century of the

personal computer and fifteen years of the Internet having elapsed (to date) there have been

even fewer attempts at addressing practices of computer-mediated communications through

the lens of ethnography.  Unsurprisingly, such research raises new, and somewhat problematic,

issues that are discussed in the following paragraphs.

                                                       
1 The relative merits of combining qualitative methods in to broader methodological approaches have

been discussed in Mike Crang’s (2002; 2003; 2005) excellent review of qualitative methods.  More

specific experimental methodological approaches to computer-mediated communications have been

discussed by Comaroff & Comaroff (2003); Hine (2000; 2005) and Turkle (1995: 231-235).
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Many participant observations commence from the premise that the object of study, a

particular group or locale, is a bounded region; a place that can be studied as abstracted from

the myriad relations made between the object of study and countless other people and things.

In many cases topographic and demographic features promote notions of locality and such

distinctions are agreed to be logical.  However, where the focus of research is more ambiguous,

such as in studying computer-mediated communication, distinctions of locality and place are

less certain.  In identifying the object of study many enquiries into particular aspects of

computer-mediated communications, such as retail (Currah, 2002; Larner, 1999) sub-cultural

practices (Gibson, 1999) or the performance of identity (Holloway & Valentine, 2001b;

2002; Turkle, 1995; Valentine & Holloway, 2002), make implicit assumptions about the

nature of space and place(s).

Considerations of space and place are most often implicit, however Hine (2000: 14-40)

explicitly addresses the spatial conceptualisation of the research object in a discussion of two

broad notions of the Internet as ‘culture’ or ‘cultural artefact’.  The Internet as culture, for

Hine (Ibid.) is, in summary, practical social phenomena constructed through ‘differences

between the functioning of groups using different [electronically networked] communications

media’ (Hine, 2000: 15) and epitomised by early expositions such as Rheingold’s (1998) ‘The

Virtual Community’ and Turkle’s (1995) ‘Life on Screen’.  As a cultural artefact Hine (2000:

27-28) suggests that whilst the Internet ‘strictly speaking is no more than the sum of

computers that can communicate using its language, the protocol[s] […] the Internet is as

much a discursively created object as a single given artefact’.  By drawing upon ideas of social

construction, in which language is implicitly the principal constructive force and metaphor is

central (as previously discussed), Hine (2000) (re)instates a conceptualisation of the ‘site’ of

research.  Whilst Hine (2000; 2005b) and others (see: Baym, 1998; Grint & Woolgar, 1997;

Jones, 1998; Jankowski & van Selm, 2005) do call for, and utilise, a somewhat relational view

there remains in much of the computer-mediated communications research literature a central

preposition that an online study is effectively a study of a ‘site’, whether it be a website,
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Internet Relay Chat (IRC) channel, or a newsgroup forum, that rests within a bounded, self-

contained area.

Following the principles of a relational and contingent view of place (Dewsbury et al. 2002;

Massey, 1997; Thrift, 1999) and with an understanding of ethnography online as inclusive

and accounting for such interrelations (see: Hine, 2005b; Park & Thelwall, 2005; Schneider

& Foot, 2005) the participant observation conducted for this dissertation, whilst focussing on

MySpace.com, has not been limited to the ‘bounds’ of the ‘site’ and relations both online,

across the Internet with other web sites and services, and ‘offline’, between different people

and groups, have been included.

It would also be remiss not to point out the tension of ensuring an adequate level of relevance

to the broader scheme of research when studying computer-mediated communications.  The

development of computing technologies and the Internet has progressed at such a pace that it

is not uncommon for practices, services and ‘sites’ to appear and then disappear in relatively

short periods of time.  The ‘bulletin boards’ and ‘Multi-User Domains’ (or MUDs) of the

early 1990s, documented by Baym (1995); Bromberg (1996); Rheingold (1986; 1998);

Rushkoff (1994) and many more, have all but disappeared, largely replaced by the World

Wide Web, file-sharing systems such as Napster that have been deemed illegal were only in

operation for short periods of time but were arguably highly culturally significant (see for

example: Ku, 2002; McCourt & Burkart, 2003).  Therefore it is particularly important to

understand the object of study as a network of space-time relations situated within a particular

duration and to look to the wider relevance of a project’s findings in the broader scheme of

socio-technical relations.

‘Though fieldwork is often portrayed as a classical colonial encounter in which
the fieldworker lords it over her/his respondents, the fact of the matter is that
it usually does not feel much like that at all.  More often it is a curious
mixture of humiliations and intimidations mixed with moment of insight and
even enjoyment.’           (Thrift, 2003b: 106)
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Partaking in qualitative research of any kind calls for the participating researcher(s) to

acknowledge their own part in the recording and assessment of the empirical material

gathered.  Given the nature of research conducted on and using the Internet, because the

researcher is physically not co-present with the other human participants, the positionality of

the researcher is arguably brought into greater relief.  This need not prove negative or

obstructive.  By acknowledging the partiality of the act of witness that is research (after:

Dewsbury et al. 2002) and by acknowledging that the knowledge mobilised in research is

always-already situated in the cultural, personal and socio-economic position of the researcher

(Haraway, 1988; Harding, 1991) because it is this partiality that uncovers the connections and

openings thereby afforded2.  An honest engagement in research, with an understanding of the

affordances and limitations of one’s position, should therefore lead to forthright yet modest

and (with hope) interesting accounts. Further explanation of the methods employed in

conducting the MySpace participant observation, including more detail of the pragmatics of

its conduct, can be found in the Appendix 1.

                                                       
2 Although identity issues are not the avenue I have chosen to pursue here, as this dissertation is

concerned with a broader exploration of the pre-cognitive and impersonal derivation of place through

metaphor and affect, one must be aware as a researcher of the ethical bounds of engagement.  The

vernacular used in online social scenarios, which as a researcher you may feel obliged to use and which

may increase your empirical returns, can lead to disquieting situations.  There are clearly issues of

gender, race and sexuality and, given that one cannot ever be truly sure of identities online, there is a

danger of slipping into a false sense of (inappropriate) openness.
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Computer-mediated Questioning

Interviews with ‘experts’ were not sought as a short cut in analysis, in the sense that experts

have already derived a ‘truth’ of the situation, although key issues that arise in such interviews

may well inform the later analysis of both interviews and participant observation.  In looking

for ‘experts’, key authors and theorists were identified from the literature reviewed in this

project, such as: Prof. William J. Mitchell, Professor of Architecture and Media Arts and Dean

of Architecture and Planning at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT); Dr. Alex Pang,

Research Director at the Institute For the Future, California; Howard Rheingold, respected

technological commentator and visiting professor at the Annenberg Centre for

Communication, University of Southern California; and Dr. Sherry Turkle, social

psychologist with a particular interest in computer-mediated communications.  Senior

computer scientists and technologists were also approached for their work on era-defining

projects in the discipline of Human-Computer Interaction3.

The aim of interviewing across a spectrum of specialities is to capture something of the inter-

disciplinary nature of the institution, use and perpetuation of spatial metaphors for computer-

mediated communication.  Inevitably, it has been difficult entering into dialogue with many

of the desired subjects and, given the time constraints of a short-term project, I have settled for

relatively short email-based interviews with three or four subjects that graciously replied to

requests for interview.  Given the medium of email, the number of questions was few, ranging

from three to five, and the questions were concise.  Questions were contextualised within the

work and writings of the particular subject but were focussed upon coaxing out that subject’s

views on the spatial nature of computer-mediated communications, the ways in which online

social assemblages can be considered place(s) and something of their views on the role of affect

                                                       
3 The development of the Xerox STAR system at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Centre (PARC), which

was the first Graphical User Interface and from which Microsoft’s Windows system and Apple’s

Operating System both effectively originate. For example, I approached from, or formerly of, Xerox

PARC: Dr. David Canfield Smith; Dr. Alan Kay; Dr. Ralph Kimball; Dr. Peter Pirolli; and Dr. Bill

Verplank.
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(although this was often discussed indirectly or in terms of feelings) in such a constitution of

place.

Ultimately, it was exceptionally difficult to arrange interviews with busy academic and non-

academic ‘experts’ in the relatively short period available for this dissertation. Three email-

based interviews were secured over the course of August (example transcripts may be found in

Appendix 2).  The interviewees were: Dr Ralph Kimball, co-inventor of the Xerox STAR

computer system; Dr Alex Pang, Research Director of the Institute for the Future; and

Howard Rheingold, well-known author and commentator on computer-mediated

communication and cooperation4. The greatest difficulties encountered in soliciting responses

from the subjects were their time limitations; the need to be fairly brief, if not perilously close

to superficial, in the construction of questions; and time-zone differences – as all of the

subjects live and work in the USA. However, I do not feel these problems have had a

significantly detrimental effect upon the outcome of this project and the problems were largely

overcome, without drastic or deleterious compromise.  Further discussion of interview

methodology can be found in Appendix 1.

                                                       
4 A schedule of the interviews conducted can be found in the Appendix 2 and a brief discussion of the

method of analysis can be found in Appendix 1.  Two MySpace users instigated ad hoc conversations

during participant observation, which I transcribed and made anonymous, as Users ‘A’ and ‘B’ – these

also appear on the interview schedule in Appendix 2.
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4

Place-ing Through Metaphor

Two arenas of analysis present themselves in answering the three research questions laid out in

the introduction to this dissertation:  Firstly, there is determining the constitution of online

place(s) and the role metaphor plays in that constitution.  Second, there is assessing the impact

of technical mediation, through networked computing, upon conceptions of place and the

effect such mediation has on the affectual thought and inter-relations that are interwoven into

these conceptions of place.  In this chapter I will investigate the constitution of computer-

mediated place(s) by analysing the evidence gathered from the participant observation of

MySpace.com and by analysing the material gathered through interviewing authoritative

commentators and practitioners related to the study of computer-mediated communication

and Human Computer Interaction (HCI)1.  I will begin by exploring the manner in which the

case study MySpace.com can be considered to constitute place(s).  In this analysis not only

will the evidence from participant observation be used but interview material will also be

mobilised to shed light on how MySpace is placed.  I will move on to a consideration of how

successfully metaphors orientate or map computer-mediated place(s) such as MySpace.

Interwoven through this analysis is an investigation of our affectual understanding of

computer-mediated place(s).

                                                       
1 A discussion of the methods of analysis, of both interview transcripts and participant observation field
notes, can be found in Appendix 1.
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A Place for Friends?

Place is a peculiarly enigmatic notion, at once both ‘a word wrapped in common sense’

(Cresswell, 2004: 1) and a complex and slippery concept, the subject of many thousands of

pages and indeed years of philosophical and scientific thought (see Chapter One: ‘Place-ing

Space’), that is ‘all the more confusing because, at first glance, it appears to be obvious and

common sense’ (Cresswell, 2004: 50).  In the first section of this dissertation I teased out ideas

of boundary, practice and relations as thematic signposts within the wealth of theorisations of

place.  As previously highlighted, in Chapter One – ‘Writing with Affect(ion)’, the role of

affect in the production and performance of place is also a compelling vein of inquiry.  It is

therefore charted via the conceptual waypoints of place and with the theoretical undercurrents

of metaphor and affect that the following analysis proceeds.

Boundary, Domain and Site

At first appraisal MySpace might be considered clearly bounded, MySpace is a ‘website’ as we

have commonly grown to know collections of information held under one Internet address, or

‘domain name’.  Indeed, the common parlance that has been adopted to mediate the World

Wide Web implicitly enrols us, via orientational metaphors (after Lakoff & Johnson, 1980),

into a placial understanding of MySpace: Users have a profile ‘page’ on MySpace, a website,

within the domain of ‘myspace.com’ (see: Figures 4.2-4.4).  If evidence were needed that

metaphors do things then, in the context of computer-mediation, it is precisely here that such

evidence can be found.  The agency of metaphor is enacted in the placial understanding of

MySpace as site and domain.  Many of the links from the individual profile pages, that

represent an individual or a group’s (a band of musicians for example) information and

activity, are links to other profiles on the MySpace site.  These pages have subsidiary addresses

to MySpace, for example the profile page created for this dissertation2 had the address:

‘http://www.myspace.com/sam_kinsley‘, and thus are enfolded within the MySpace domain.
                                                       
2 An illustration of the profile page – http://www.myspace.com/sam_kinsley - can be found in
Appendix 3
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Due to the normalised and entrenched notions of domain, sub-domain and site, MySpace

might thus be seen as a pre-cognitively derived meta-place within which individual users’

places are held, or, given the multiplicity of links, it might be seen as one place, a blurring not

lost on users, as exhibited by ‘User A’ (Interview 1):

‘I think MySpace is really just a more socially accepted chat room and these
'spaces' that people have are ones in which you try and 'sell your ass' as it
were!’

However, there are several discrepancies in

such an account of MySpace as a place

constituted as a bounded zone.  Foremost

amongst these is the abstruse nature of the

identification of boundaries, a dilemma not

lost upon previous research into computer-

mediated communication (see: Hine,

2005b; Park & Thelwall, 2005; Schneider

& Foot, 2005).  Whilst there are many

links internal to MySpace between profile pages, there are also a large number of links to other

websites such as blogs, the sites for favourite television programmes and films.  Significantly,

the linking to, and in fact the integration of, content authored not by companies but by the

same citizens that are using MySpace.  Therefore, there are a myriad of inter-linkages between

services that rely on user-generated content and encourage the reciprocal linking of that

content, such as YouTube.com and Flickr.com, which obfuscate the delineation of boundaries

(see Figure 4.1).  As Adams (1998) has stated in more general terms, it is also apparent from

my observation of the enactment of profiles that users, one might argue naturally, perform the

same relations with others in a plethora of ways, some mediated others face-to-face.  There is

no over-arching scheme in defining computer-mediated place, it is the action and doing, the

production and performance of linkages through the interchange of content – music, pictures

and video - and messages.  Across a range of Internet services and websites (such as:

Facebook.com, YouTube.com, Flickr.com and Blogger.com) users produce and perform

relations ranging in duration and durability by exchanging content, instant messaging and

Figure 4.1 – Content from YouTube.com
embedded in a MySpace profile page

(Screen capture by the author)
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leaving comments.  The asynchronous nature of communication on or through MySpace, for

example, leads to many users exchanging details for other mechanisms of online

communication such as Instant Messaging (via AOL Instant Messenger (AIM), Microsoft

Message Network (MSN) and Yahoo! Instant Messenger).  Conversations on MySpace during

participant observation revealed that users utilise a variety of media to communicate and adopt

various monikers or ‘screen names’ in the process3.  The delineation of a particular user’s place

is also confused, as much of the content users create is held on other pages, either as

comments, messages or even held by other services, as suggested above.  The address of a user’s

page, known in technical parlance as the Universal Resource Locator (URL), also might not be

considered a definitive means of distantiation:

“I’d say that the URL in itself isn’t really important, for the first time [people]
look at your page [they] might type in the URL but once they’ve added you as
a friend they only have to remember the name […], the band name, [or] the
picture’ (James, band member of ‘Cobra Kai’, Interview 6)

                                                       
3 Many users employ a variety of screen names for different websites and services, User ‘B’ (Interview 2)

for example discussed in passing the three or four monikers they used for MySpace, Instant Messaging

and other services.

Figure 4.2 – A Blank profile page
(Screen capture by the author)
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Figure 4.3 – Users customise colour, fonts and images
(Screen capture by the author)
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Figure 4.4 – Users can modify the width of the page and the prominence of content, such as ‘friends
lists’ and images

(Screen capture by the author)
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Site of incorporation

Considered as a means and locus of familiarising foreign surroundings (after: Heidegger,

1977a; and Vycinas, 1969) MySpace can be explored as a site of incorporation (Merleau-

Ponty, 1962; 1963), a place of making the strange familiar.  Support for claims of such

incorporation may be recognised in the practices in which users engage.

There are very few profile pages that retain the default ‘style’, the colour scheme, fonts and

images, prescribed by the MySpace mechanism when a profile is first created (see: Figures 4.2 -

4.4).  Indeed, one of the first actions of my participant observation was to ‘re-style’ my profile

page (see: Appendix 3).  Customisation can thus be identified as an important means of

familiarising the profile and better express individual users’ personalities, reflecting an

underlying pre-cognitive motivation of the affectual.  Users often distinguish profile pages

through unconscious difference(s).  The difference of a peculiar profile inculcated in the

viewer is an affectual presence, characterised by a repertoire of affectual signs that provoke pre-

cognitive impulsions.  These motivations are not about consciously knowing incorporation,

we do not knowingly register the affectual, rather  they are intensities of difference in the doing

of the world, the action and participation in events as it were, that give a ‘sense of life that

animates or dampens space-times of experience’ (Anderson, in press [9]; original emphasis).

Similar examples have been found in studies of identity online (see: Guimarães, 2005;

Rheingold, 1998; Turkle, 1995) and in broader studies of sub-cultures – for example

customisation in skateboarding (Borden, 2001) and car cultures (Dant, 2004; Gartman,

2004).  Whilst this customisation can be seen as an act of incorporation it is not clear if the

process instantiates a particular bounded place, amongst many, or marks the self-enrolment of

users into (a) network(s) of relations that form place(s).  The equivocality of the performance

of incorporation turns around the fulcrum of the intensification of becoming, the locus of

registration that is centred in the affectual.  Ambiguous boundaries for MySpace, as discussed

earlier, make notions of particular bounded place difficult, and given its socially-founded

production through the establishment of links the incorporation of things alone proves a

problematic conceptualisation of the place of MySpace.
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Many users seem to use MySpace as a means of maintaining extended friendship networks

that have a basis in those relationships they engage in face-to-face on a regular basis.  As James

(Interview 6) suggests, with regard to his band’s use of MySpace: ‘…on MySpace basically the

people we’re friends with [are people] who like the same kind of music we [play] and basically

local people from Bristol.’ Participant observation revealed that many ‘friendship’ requests, the

reciprocal formalisation of a link between profiles, are also received from users that share some

kind of topographical affinity.  Of the 50 ‘friends’ with whom links were created during the

participant observation 26 list themselves as being in the UK and seven either live or study in

Bristol, the city identified as my location4.  In drawing upon familiar relationships users have a

readily available means of familiarising MySpace thus incorporating it into the set of places in

which everyday practices of life are conducted.  Notions of subjective construction online are

compelling, yet they tend to focus upon social constitution and play down non-human

elements – the semi-autonomous computer programmes, the code that, whilst having origins

in human authorship, is imbued with agency by virtue of the capacity for exception,

misunderstanding and failure (this is further explore in the following section).   A balanced

account taking in the full spectrum of relations not only between people but also between

people and things, is called for:

‘Virtual communities don't exist without media, people, and social practices
coming together. A virtual community could decide to regard itself as
inhabiting a place, the imagining could be left to the individuals, or the group
could decide that it is NOT a place. So […] social construction is necessary
but not sufficient. You need the cognitive, the social, and the technological
elements together in a certain way.’    (Howard Rheingold, Interview 5)

                                                       
4 Unfortunately to pursue any further investigation of the non-computer-mediated relationships that

surround and connect with MySpace was beyond the constraints of time and resources for this

dissertation.  However, questions around the interplay of technically mediated and un-mediated

relations will form the basis for further research I plan to conduct in doctoral level research commencing

in the autumn of 2006.
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Intensities of Practical Relations

‘[P]eople create the Internet every second ... As American senator Ted Stevens
said, the Internet is not a truck. It's not a thing. It's a set of relationships and
signals.’      (Alex Pang, Interview 4)

‘[T]he relationships is what makes it, [MySpace].’           (James, Interview 6)

In focussing on the networks of associations, connections and links that constitute MySpace

we can finally come to a clearer view of the full gamut of the inter-meshing relations both

online and offline and between subjects and objects that flow into a particular intensity and

for a particular duration to constitute place.  As Doreen Massey (1993) aptly suggests, there is

a ‘power geometry’, a topology of relations that reveal the agency of people and things and

produce places, each of which are ‘the focus of a distinct mixture of wider and more local

relations’ (Massey, 1991: 29).

‘Friendships’ are the staple unit of relation between people who use MySpace.  Reciprocal

agreements are forged as an explicitly stated ‘friendship’ between two users to quantify and

make public a link between them, which is listed on each user’s profile page.  These

relationships operate in a different modality of care from those forged and enacted face-to-face

or outside of computer-mediation.  As a formalised and singular quantification of relation all

‘friendships’ are equal.  Friendships underlie the ability to leave comments on other user’s

profile pages and allow users to set up groups.  This has led to the colloquialism of using the

word ‘add’ as a noun, users frequently leave comments saying ‘Thanks for the add’.  If

friendships are the principal measure of relations on MySpace then ‘adding’ is surely the most

significant act and therefore the clearest exhibition of agency played out on MySpace.

‘Friendships’ might thus be seen as discreet quanta of cultural capital reciprocally exchanged

that emerge in the process of ‘adding’.  Through this complex production and performance of

networks of relations between people we can begin to uncover the place of MySpace.
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Comments are the key mode of relation as

the most frequent means of enacting the

linkages users have constructed between

one another.  Users can leave comments

on other users’ profile pages if the are

‘friends’.  There are a variety of

motivations for leaving comments, from

quickly and easily staying in contact with

‘friends’; to showing public support for a

favourite band; and to create an impact,

perhaps an affect – to arrest viewers

through shock or amusement – and

possibly solicit a response.  As the

principal mode of performing friendship comments are symptomatic of the different kinds of

care used in computer-mediated relations, particularly on MySpace.  Whilst not exhibiting the

same relations of care we might be used to in connections which are not technically mediated,

care is evidently present in the interchange of comments, through which, in different ways, the

affectual is woven.  Comments can be richly varied and might include more than text, for

example images and video (see: Figures 4.5 &  4.6).  Some users even promote their own

profiles by gaining exposure through other, popularly frequented, users’ profile pages.  As

James (Interview 6), a member of a band himself, points out:

‘[W]hen you leave comments on other peoples pages it’s another link to your
page and people only have to click once then they’re on your page and you get
another profile view…’

Comments might therefore be suggested to carry a currency made available by the cultural

capital of ‘friendships’, although it certainly depends on the context of their use and the

ultimate benefit or value is unclear.  Profile view numbers, the number of times a user’s track

has been played using the free music player they can position on their profile page and the

number of friends listed on a user’s profile quantifies what otherwise might be consider

Figure 4.5 – Comments can include pictures
(Screen capture by the author)

Figure 4.6 – Comments can also include video
(Screen capture by the author)
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qualitative relationships and sets the networks of interrelations in stark terms.  Indeed another

level of relation is quantified via the ‘fans’ statistic.  As James (Interview 6) highlights: ‘there is

something called “fans”, […] I think it means that fans are people who have come back and

viewed your page more than once’.  There are clearly different values being placed upon

‘friendships’ from affable association to quantified audience.  Quantification of ‘audiences’ or

‘fans’ and ‘friends’ is not just calculating a number of customers; it is also the simplification of

the intangible and affectual relations to numbers.  Alternatively, the potentiality of the mass of

interconnections can afford very personal and poignant experiences.  During my participant

observation of MySpace a friend with whom I had lost touch and who I had not expected to

communicate with again contacted me.  The immediacy of being presented with his first

message and the possibility to immediately pursue a conversation, as we were both online at

that time, was particularly affecting. Affects evidently ‘live’ in the immediacy of the experience,

they do not properly exist outside the terms of the encounter.  Past affectual experiences do,

however, inculcate affectual traces (Massumi, 2002: 30-32) and it is through the difference(s)

between the re-presentation of an experience or relation and the haunting of the trace(s) that

new and different affects can emerge, as in my experience, perhaps with greater impact.

Technical mediation of relations can be suggested to polarise the register of affect between the

gravely dampened and the forcefully impactful.  Computer-mediated relations thus either have

the capacity or potential to affect immediately and significantly or very little, perhaps not at

all.  Such a variety of social interconnection broadens the multiplicity of relations and can

both strengthen and weaken networks, weaving their resulting intensity into a complex and

durable place.

There is a forum system on MySpace that uses a hierarchical structure of discussion items held

in designated topics.  Many of the strategies for interaction within topics are similar despite

the apparent topic of conversation being as different as ‘News & Politics’ and ‘Love &

Relations’.  There are frequently items on the theme of ‘say something about the person who

posted before you’.  These frequently have titles containing orientational metaphors, e.g.

‘would u dump or date the person above u’.  Most of these attempts to connect with other
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users appear superficial.  Very little indicates that relations persist or that there is any intention

to do so.  Such vacuous textual utterances are autoaffective (after: Clough, 2000: 17), they

represent a pre-cognitive impulse for ’giving-oneself-a-presence or a pleasure’ (Ibid.), they are a

refusal of intimacy and might therefore be conceived of as an anti-social incorporation.

Fleeting interconnections between users thus flicker and fluctuate in the rapid movement of

trends in discussion and the sheer number of posts made to some of the topics.  However, it

might be suggested that such proximal connections provide another layer of nuance to the

relations produced and performed on MySpace as users are frequently not ‘friends’.

If comments, forums and friendships are the public enactment of relations between users then

the private conduct of relations is catered for by the messaging system.  Essentially, there is an

internal (to MySpace) e-mail system, which also adopts the now familiar orientational

metaphors associated with e-mail.  Users have an ‘inbox’ and have the facility to write, send

and receive messages when signed in to their account.  Messages do not require a pre-existing

friendship to qualify the connection between users; therefore many users precede friendship

requests with messages to introduce themselves or to get a clearer impression of the other user.

Messages also serve as a means to play out temporary connections or privately maintain links

with friends.  The message system clearly plays an important part in the performance of

relational familiarisation and in this light we might tentatively collate two theoretical strands:

incorporation and relationality.  As discussed in Chapter One, place can best be seen as an

ongoing development and intensity of relations.  In the case of MySpace, these are the

fluctuating interrelations of friendships, comments, messages and forum posts.  Place is

therefore always already becoming in a ‘space [which] is not fixed but mutable’ (Murdoch,

2006: 18).  Incorporation might therefore be understood as one of the many modes of relation

produced and performed in the ongoing playing out of the world.  Acts of familiarisation can

therefore be seen as the propagation and interweaving of networks in which not only relations

between people are important but also relations between people and (non-human) things.
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In considering the relations promoted by MySpace the non-human elements, the semi-

autonomous technical actants, are ambiguous if not enigmatic largely because of the nature of

MySpace as a computer-mediated assemblage.  The clearest elements that present themselves

for discussion are: content held on and linked to through MySpace; the mechanics of the

system that underlies MySpace; and the computer equipment used to access the Internet.

Content is almost exclusively user-generated; in fact it is evident from participant observation

that there are very few elements that do not have an origin in human authorship.  The logical

or mathematical results of mechanistic algorithms and procedures are possibly the exception;

although these also have some human origin because algorithms have to be written and so

human programmers play an authorial role.  This is not to say that content is not an agent.

Content carries meaning and thus has the capacity to modify a state of affairs and trigger

affectual change: ‘feelings of independently flowing, provocative forces’ (Katz, 1999: 309 cited

in Anderson, in press [20]).  Once released into the skein of multipilcitous connections that

make up the Internet one cannot be sure to what or whom and how content might be linked.   

There is substantial agency and potential held in the algorithms or the code that automate(s)

the mundane and repetitive tasks and operate ceaselessly, until the exception of a breakdown

or fault in code or equipment.  Software code, according to Graham (2005) and Thrift &

French (2002), orchestrates a widening array of social activities, which suggests that code is

enrolled in an increasing number, to the mesh(es) of networks that make up social space, as a

key ‘actant’, an actor that almost defies figuration (Latour, 2004).  Automation of tasks and

the interrelation of content consequently changes users’ conceptualizations of place, as Alex

Pang (Interview 4) puts it: ‘As for a “site”, the act of retrieval/automated delivery breaks some

of the utility of that metaphor, inasmuch as a place was a “site” largely because you “visited”

it’.

Whilst the affordances of code and automated production, by technical actants, of place, are

significant, it is equally important to consider the regulation, restriction and obstruction, both

intended and accidental, played out by those same technical actants.  This was most starkly
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revealed in the unexpected breakdown of MySpace on the 24th of July MySpace commencing

from 6:40 PM PST which is 2:40 AM BST, (see: Figure 4.7).  Information and relations

constructed and linked through MySpace were thus absent, friendships were temporarily

disjointed and user profiles were isolated, where normally they are connected in a mesh of

social relations.  Data that represent identity and relations remained, but were not accessible.

Interestingly, users observed on other systems and websites (such as blogs) at the time

appeared not to be substantially affected by this unplanned and forced absence.  Comments

and posts to blogs (re)presented a largely passive indifference or superficial and exaggerated

evocations of horror, loss or a perverse glee.  These reactions are another unfolding of the

autoaffectual (after: Clough, 2000), a tendency to which appears to be (from the evidence

gathered in this project) a feature of computer-mediated relations.  Similarly elaborate

responses were observed in the recent case of a MySpace profile created as a memorial by

teenage Canadian girls for a recently deceased friend.  A large number of users who did not

know the girl, Anna Svidersky who had been murdered at the age of 17, left comments and as

word spread the phenomenon snowballed until the page was swamped with strangers’

pleonastic and autoaffective expressions of loss (see: Jonze, 2006).  In the absence of the 24th of

July, the technical rudiments of relationships were fixed in time and yet their potential

remained.  MySpace for the time it was inaccessible was, in a sense, a non-place (Augé, 1995),

an excess of potentiality temporarily suspended.  The breakdown marked an end of a

particular duration and mode of intensity of relations, a particular instantiation of place,

enfolded in the event of absence, which subsequently transformed into and produced a new

duration and production of place and a renewed intensity of relations.
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In summary, a relational understanding of the place of MySpace furnishes us with a complex

and nuanced account of an intensity of inter-connected networks of relations between people

and between people and things.  These networks of relations are forged in the unconscious,

perhaps pre-cognitive, doing, the performance and production, of the world.  This analysis of

MySpace suggests it is a place where different communities can (co)exist and inter-relate,

across various thresholds of difference, such as time (for example between geographical zones,

life schedules or regimes of work), topographical distance or online/offline communication.  A

key thread that runs through this account of place is the role of metaphor in the production

and performance of computer-mediated relations, for example metaphorical conception can be

considered a mechanism of incorporation, which itself can be considered a mode of

relationality.  The next section examines the effectiveness of metaphorical concepts in the

orientation and mapping of computer-mediated place, utilising the case study of MySpace.

Figure 4.7 – The page that replaced MySpace on 24th July 2006
(Screen capture by the author)
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Metaphorical Mappings

‘[Cyberspace] has led us too often to think in either/or terms about the
relationship between bits and atoms-- either the Internet, or the physical
world - rather than both/and.’    (Alex Pang, Interview 4)

‘[T]he real illusion is that cyberspace as a singular exists at all’
(Bingham, 1996: 652)

A means of evaluating the success of spatial metaphors at orienting or mapping the place of

online communities, particularly in the case of MySpace, is to employ the typology of

metaphor traced out in an earlier chapter (after: Graham, 1998).  Using this framework for

analysis, three broad modes of metaphor that might be identified:  Transcendental metaphors,

that posit the substitution of leaky and frail bodies with new technical existences; co-

evolutionary metaphors, propagate dualisms of electronic and territorial ‘spaces’ or atoms and

bits, that are related but separate; recombinative metaphors, are a move away from buzzwords,

employing the lexicon of networks and interrelations and are thus predominantly speculative.

The notion aggrandised by science fiction authors and propounded by the techno-enthusiast

minority press5 that transcendental metaphorical narratives are at the heart of the development

of socio-technical life has largely become otiose.  Technological development has moved on at

an ever-increasing pace and more mundane corporate visions of unwired, diffuse and sanitised

socio-technical lifestyles have been promoted. The popular vernacular has changed, as both

Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and Miller (2006) attest, metaphors fall in and out of use in the

ebb and flow of linguistic fashion.  It might be argued that academics, authors and journalists

with a particular specialist interest far more readily espoused transcendental imaginings of

‘cyberspace’ than the general public (for example: Heim, 1993; Lupton, 1995; Rushkoff,

                                                       
5 A variety of print-based special interest publications focussing on technological trends have existed,

the most influential are WIRED magazine, including its ill-fated and fleeting UK edition, and the short-

lived mondo2000 magazine, which is no longer published.  There have, of course, been several online

magazines, the most renowned of which is probably the Whole Earth Review, interestingly originally

known as CoEvolution Quarterly.
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1994).  Indeed, Howard Rheingold has reflected critically on the development of metaphorical

conceptualisations with regard to his book ‘the Virtual Community’ (1998):

‘The subtitle that the marketing department at my publisher tacked [on:]
“Homesteading on the Electronic Frontier” has been the object of critical
discussion. The notion of a “frontier” to be “colonized” and “homesteaded”
has been criticized as imperialistic. To some degree, I've internalized that
criticism by taking greater care in the ways I use spatial metaphors to describe
online interactions.’    (Howard Rheingold, Interview 5)

What is apparent from both a review of literature, conducted in an earlier chapter, and the

empirical research gathered here is that the dominant contemporary perspective of computer-

mediated communications is firmly grounded in a co-evolutionary understanding of dualisms

– online-offline, physical-virtual, atoms-bits.  This has been greatly reinforced by the

normative conceptualisations of human-computer interaction through the development of the

Graphical User Interface (GUI).  For the majority of the existence of computers in the homes

and offices (in the UK - to date) of the general population the experience of using these

machines has been an individual one, the number of households with Internet access (in the

UK) grew above 50% in 2002 (ONS, 2006), 22 years after the launch of the first personal

computer (see: BBC News Online, 2006).

The era-defining development of the office metaphors (windows, the desktop and icons) that

still permeate the experience of computer use finds its origin in the development of the STAR

system at Xerox PARC in the late 1970s (see for example: Canfield Smith et al. 1982; Kay,

1984).  Whilst many commentators and theorists went on to conceptualise the GUI as the

development of an alternative space (for example: Lunenfeld, 2000; Mosco, 1996 and

discussion in Graham, 1998; Sawhney, 1996), set apart from the physical, this was not how

the system was originally conceived.  As Ralph Kimball, co-inventor of the STAR system puts

it: ‘Star was an “office information system”’ (Interview 3).  The interface was a logical attempt

to make accessible and familiar the abstract collections of data that make up the actions (cut,

copy paste for example) and elements (data and files) that made the computer a useful tool.

Kimball suggests however that there certainly was no intention of a ‘slavish adherence’

(Interview 3) to the office metaphors, echoing Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980: 52-5) suggestion
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that metaphors are frequently partial, with parts that are ‘used’ and some that are ‘unused’, as

Kimball (Interview 3) points out: ‘I don’t remember ever worrying about whether it was

strange to have your wastebasket “on” your desktop’.

We can see, then, how co-evolutionary metaphors, with a conceptualisation of a bifurcated

reality – physical-digital, have had a not-insignificant influence upon the development of

computer-mediated communications.  The various scales at which metaphors operate have led

to greater or lesser subconscious effects, some flicker in and out of use in a fad, others can

become established norms in conceptualising the world.  As Alex Pang (Interview 4) suggests,

normative conceptualisations of computer-mediated communications ‘create expectations on

the part of users or target markets that developers feel they have to satisfy; and they shape the

work of developers themselves’.  Again, Lakoff and Johnson (1980: 156) highlight that

‘metaphors can be self-fulfilling prophecies’ and so the received norms of  ‘window’ and

‘desktop’ have aided the thinking of the World Wide Web as ‘pages’ and ‘sites’.  As normative

conceptualisations of computer-mediated communications have to a certain extent become

self-perpetuating, spatial metaphorical conceptualisations have guided how social software are

thought, indeed we need look no further than ‘MySpace’ characterised as ‘A place for friends’.

Despite the sway of normative mechanisms of thinking, conceptualisations of computer-

mediated communication are always already changing with the ‘push of the world’ (Thrift,

2000).  New social and technical negotiations encourage an increased diversity and ongoing

development in the thinking of place. MySpace users, by observation, have presented little or

no usage of the slogans associated with transcendent myths and metaphors or the

technological determinism of co-evolutionary narratives, with technologies ‘impacting’ on

society.  In fact the few mentions of ‘cyberspace’ or other increasingly anachronistic metaphors

were decidedly ironic (See, for example: Interview 1).  There is almost certainly no evidence

for something as facile as a conscious, if jejune, effort by the users of MySpace to adopt the

lexicon of relationality or actor-networks. However, some evidence is apparent from both the

participant observation conducted and from my interviews with experts that we are
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increasingly happy with complex and partial accounts of technically mediated relations and

place(s).  Dealing with the abstract and fragmentary, and thus subconsciously adjusting our

modes of relation, is a skill that serves to emplace us more thoroughly.  This is indicative of

the ways in which were are progressively wired-up and perhaps dwell in abstract and uncertain

technically mediated placial spacings.

Orientational metaphors are increasingly used to enrol technically-mediated relations in the

greater ‘skein of networks’ (Latour, 1993) of relations that form our social reality.  Ralph

Kimball (Interview 3) was emphatic in his agreement with the proposition that we are

increasingly happy with greater levels of abstraction in our interaction with and through

computers.  The central, and metaphorical, act of ‘adding’ other users as ‘friends’ reciprocally

enrols users into the various interlinking communities or networks of socio-technical relations

that stretch through and beyond MySpace.  Other modes of interrelation are influential as

well, between people and things for example, such as our re-wiring of self and place via the

incorporation of content and software through orientational metaphors.  Thus a relational

perspective can be seen to influence many of the ways in which computer-mediated

assemblages such as MySpace are constituted as place(s).  Relational thinking appears even to

be framing some of the work of commentators and practitioners engaged in the ongoing (re-)

thinking of computer-mediated communications:

‘Two relevant areas of change [in conceptualising the Internet] are the
increasing connection between the virtual and physical worlds, and the
attention that critics have paid to spatial metaphors for online social practices.’

(Howard Rheingold, Interview 5)

‘…I think it would be very interesting to carefully tease out all those places
where users extended their models of the real world or replaced them entirely.’

(Ralph Kimball, Interview 3)
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The evidence presented above does not, however, provide a tying-up of metaphorical or

theoretical loose ends. Both Kimball (Interview 3) and Rheingold (Interview 5), and most

likely many others not included here, are apparently influenced by relational thinking yet

these thoughts remains couched in the rubric of co-evolutionary dualism.  However, these

articulations are also enrolled in an ongoing making of place with and within the skein of

networks of relations (Latour, 1993).  Such networks are not fixed, they are contingent and

must ‘always be maintained, always remain fragile, and only ever become more or less so’

(Bingham, 1996: 653); leaving us with ‘dynamic system of relations that flicker and fluctuate

like flames’ (Ibid).
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5

An End to Cyberspace?

‘[S]pace implies, contains and dissimulates social relationships – […] space is

not a thing but rather a set of relations between things’ (Lefebvre, 1991: 83)

‘These places spread out everywhere, yield up and orient new spaces’

(Nancy, 1991 cited in Casey 1998: 331)

Endings are always already beginnings in a becoming world. So, I return to the tale I

recounted in opening this dissertation, of one of my first experiences of the Internet.  At the

time it was popular to imagine exciting technically derived futures, an ‘information

superhighway’, for example, upon which we could find all of the important information

known to humanity.  How or where, then, do we place computer-mediated communication

today?  Especially with the ubiquity of Internet access, and through which many people are

maintaining an increasing proportion of their lives, for example using systems like MySpace.

The boundaries we draw, related to the propinquity of things, are less clear thanks to technical

mediation, as demonstrated in the preceding chapters.  Social software, like MySpace,

contributes to this blurring between the accepted norms of the co-evolutionary1 binaries of

physical-virtual and atoms-bits.  Existing normative articulations of place through spatial
                                                       
1 ‘Co-evolutionary’ should be understood in terms of the typology of metaphors explicated in Chapter

2, in which three types of metaphor were discussed: Transcendental metaphors, that posit the

substitution of leaky and frail bodies with new technical existences; co-evolutionary metaphors,

propagate dualisms of electronic and territorial ‘spaces’ or atoms and bits, that are related but separate;

recombinative metaphors, are a move away from buzzwords, employing the lexicon of networks and

interrelations and are thus predominantly speculative.
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metaphors are therefore increasingly unsatisfactory.  Following the arguments of such authors

as Massey (1993), Murdoch (1998; 2006) and Thrift (1999; 2000; 2005), and from empirical

beginnings such as this dissertation, we must shrug off the resilient, bounded, ‘Cartesian’ or

‘Euclidean’ normative notions of place, epitomised by co-evolutionary metaphors.  Place(s)

should be defined, as Doreen Massey (1993: 66 cited in Graham, 1998) suggests, in relational

terms as ‘articulated moments in networks of social relations and understandings’ rather than

as ‘areas with boundaries around’.

A relational conceptualisation of space and place better equips us to understand the place of

computer-mediated social assemblages, such as MySpace.  Linkages between people and

between people and things are intensified into placial spacings by virtue of the enactment, the

pre-cognitive and unconscious ‘doing’, of the relationships.  This production and performance

of the place of MySpace has a variety of modes, the most significant being the underlying

processes of familiarising the foreign by adopting schemes of orientational metaphors (after:

Lakoff & Johnson, 1980) and incorporating elements, or pre-cognitively annexing the strange

to ourselves (after: Ingold, 2001; Merleau-Ponty, 1962).  Through these central means of

metaphorical and sense-able relation we are progressively wired-up and are, perhaps,

increasingly happy to dwell in abstract and uncertain technically mediated placial spacings.

At the sharp end of the becoming of the world, in its processual unfolding (after: Massumi,

2002; Thrift, 1999) relations entangle and the affectual is revealed. It is in the moment of

playing out of our relationships that affect, as a ‘cognition in action or pre-cognition’

(Harrison, 2004), is revealed: ‘The escape of affect cannot but be perceived, alongside the

perceptions that are its capture’ (Massumi, 2002: 35).  The centrality of the pre-cognitive and

impersonal in the theorising of affect thus makes it an indispensable conceptual tool.  For the

world is surely not entirely consciously conceived or human-centred.  In the context of

computer-mediated communications the affectual ‘capacities for connection (or becoming)’

(Harrison, 2004) can emerge in various ways.  Importantly, MySpace illustrates that different

levels and modes of care are clearly employed in computer-mediated relations from those used
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in face-to-face or unmediated relations.  Whilst there is no doubt that affects are experienced

via computer-mediation, it can have a polarising force on the affectual register, leading to a

sharp step between the raw immediacy of an arresting sickening shock or uplifting delight, to a

bland indifference or superficiality.  Despite this, let us not forget that the relationality of

computer-mediated place is not mechanical but bodily felt, expressed in ‘those proprioceptive

and visceral shifts in background habits, and postures, of a body’ (Anderson, in press [8]).

Technically mediated places can thus be understood as different modes of relational assembly

seated in increasing levels of abstraction and uncertainty, as illustrated in the case study of

MySpace.  I would like to modestly suggest this raises questions for further research. Firstly,

given such abstraction and uncertainty how do we define presence and absence?  Material

proximity no longer provides an adequate measure of presence, as ‘propinquity in material

space has no necessary correlation with relational meaning’ (Graham, 1998: 181).  In fact, it

seems apt to suggest that the ongoing development of socio-technical relations will raise

questions of how we figure the material in relation to place to increasing prominence in future

research agendas.  Finally, the ambiguity of boundaries and the abstract nature of relations

raise methodological questions.  How can social scientists effectively capture a snapshot of

complex placial spacings? And how do we attend to the affectual centrally enfolded therein?

The combination of experimental and established methods has served to reveal promising, if

brief, empirical evidence.  The ongoing and rapid development of computing and the Internet

will inevitably demand a continual methodological experimentation to derive the most apt

solution for each individual future investigation.
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The relational account of computer-mediated relations presented here offers ‘an end of

cyberspace’ in so far as the complex and contingent intensification of relations (after: Latour,

1993; 2004; Murdoch, 1998; 2006; and Thrift, 1999; 2005) between people and things

challenges dichotomous notions of a separate imaginary digital world.  More importantly, this

project offers a beginning – a modest and partial conceptualisation of place as an intensity of

socio-technical relations, which are an increasingly significant part of the intermeshing skein of

networks that makes up the social world.
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Appendix 1

Essay for Qualitative Methods in Social Science

Appended here is an essay produced for the substantive assessment of the ‘Qualitative

Methods’ unit of the degree as a part of which this dissertation has been produced. The essay

is reproduced here in full under instruction of the course co-ordinator. I would like to make

clear that the essay was completed before the commencement of any other aspect of this

dissertation and thus was a preparatory, rather than a summary, work.
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A Methodology

Many people can recall their first contact with the Internet.  I can clearly remember standing

in the only computer room in my secondary school, in 1995, huddled around the only

computer with modem Internet access accompanied by some other pupils and a couple of

teachers. As each person suggested information we might search for, and pages were slowly

downloaded, one of the teachers remarked in a mix of awe and delight that the information we

were retrieving was being sent from machines on the other side of the planet.  The rapid

adoption of computing technology into everyday life, particularly the Internet, has provoked a

broad spread of reactions, both public and private, across the media, and in writing, film and

the arts.  Many of these are framed by such collective or personal experiences.  It is from these

significant events, from the ‘fiery imperative’, as Deleuze (1994) puts it, of these external

provocations that force us to think that my research takes its impetus.

To frame the conceptual arena of my research then is to outline the metaphors used to

describe the relatively new social and technical relations afforded by computing technology

and more specifically the Internet.  This essay therefore commences by briefly charting this

conceptual arena of metaphor.  Secondly, I explain the methodology I will employ for my

research project.  I move on to make some observations about ethics and drawing conclusions.

Finally, I conclude by summing up my project, setting methodology firmly in its theoretical

context.

In struggling to accommodate the rapid intersection and integration of globally networked

computing within everyday life we have adopted a variety of analogies and metaphors to make

sense of the new mechanisms of communication the internet has afforded.  These metaphors

are not simply poetic or fanciful; they do something.  As Lakoff and Johnson (1980) notably

suggest, metaphors are concepts we live by.  The spatial metaphors for the Internet can, in this

way, be seen as a call to action, a redefining of relationality (Bingham, 1996; Hinchliffe, 1996;

Thrift, 1996).  One would thus be forgiven for assuming the spatial metaphor of ‘cyberspace’

for the entanglement of digital networks into social, cultural and economic life is a truism.

There is compelling evidence that the cyberspace metaphor as a means of describing the

complex assemblage of digital communications networks has been conveniently normalised

throughout academic work and in the quotidian press (Graham, 1998; Sawhney, 1996).

However, one might ask: what of the vernacular?  Whereas some academics, technologists and

journalists might be comfortable in speaking of a hyperreal ‘cyberspace’ within which digital

‘travellers' navigate ‘datascapes’ (see: Batty & Barr 1994; Batty, 1997; Benedikt, 1994; Dodge,

2001), it is far from clear if such metaphors rest easily in the popular lexicon.  Yet there are
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record numbers of the UK population with Internet access, 99.9% of UK households are

connected to broadband-enabled telephone exchanges and in September 2005 there were 15.5

million Internet connections, 8.84 million of which were broadband connections (Ofcom,

2006: 34-42), the average Internet user spent 9.9 hours online per week between June and

August 20051 (Ibid: 90).  Thus it seems reasonable to surmise that popular means of

articulating socio-technical relations have and will continue to emerge.

Through this research project I will attempt to address the common social conceptions of the

Internet and to test the strength of apparently normalised spatial metaphors for the Internet.

As Haythornthwaite and Wellman (2002) suggest ‘social research must move beyond

generalised and deterministic discourses about the ‘impacts’ of ‘cyberspace’ on society’

(Graham, 2004: 18).  There has been a relatively recent and profound rise in the popularity

and media coverage of social interaction via the Internet, using Instant Messaging and

community-oriented web applications (see: Duffy, 2006; Hammersley, 2003; Hanman, 2005;

Wiseman, 2005).  I will therefore focus upon emerging communities that are made possible by

the advent of Internet-based ‘social software’ such as the much-fêted MySpace.com (see:

Brooker, 2006; Wiseman, 2005). I intend to explore the geographical questions raised by such

systems, namely: Can community websites, or 'social software' - such as MySpace.com,

constitute places?  If so where are such places located?  Or are they, and can they only be,

simply representations of space or place?

To aid research design it might therefore be tentatively suggested that a broad imaginative

spectrum can be modelled to situate the various effective levels of social, spatial and technical

relations, see Figure 1.  At one end of the spectrum lies a collective ‘technological unconscious’

(after Clough, 2000; and Thrift, 2004) ‘a means of sustaining presence which we cannot

access but which clearly has effects, a technical substrate of unconscious meaning and activity’

(Thrift & French, 2002: 312).  The products of which are epitomised by the various attempts

to articulate the complex levels of technological abstraction that have increasingly permeated

everyday life, see Figure 1 – top-left.  At the other end of the spectrum lies the immediate

conscious of the visceral and the affective.  The exemplar of this end of our spectrum is the

immediacy of the ‘prepersonal intensity corresponding to the passage from one experiential

state of the body to another’ (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987: xvii), which encompasses, but is not

limited to, the emotion and feeling of the present moment, see Figure 1 – bottom-right.

Across this spectrum can be charted a chronology and a choreography of the production of

spatial metaphors for the Internet.  These synchronic threads across the potential of technical

relationality are time-bound - insofar as human experience is temporal – and so we can

understand them as processual, moving from one moment to the next, (see: Thrift & French,

2002; Thrift, 2004b) but they are not singular narratives. Instead they are multivariate,

subjective skeins that come together to experientially map our socio-technical relations.
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Using the conceptual apparatus sketched above, it is possible to assemble the various threads I

intend to weave together in this project.  I will plot a genealogy of spatial metaphors, following

their development chronologically through various cultural, legislative and technical

discussions. Enfolded into this are practices that spatialise technical processes.  So, by

following these threads it is possible to track the development of metaphors for the Internet

across time and space.  I hope therefore to be afforded the opportunity to ask how the history

of ideas for representing the abstract nature of technological relationality has translated into

everyday practices.  As well as discern which metaphors have been kept, and which discarded.

Methods
I turn now to the methodology I will employ to investigate the various levels of the

imaginative spectrum of metaphor.  In fact, one might argue that in setting out the bounds of

a conceptual arena and devising possible research questions I have already implicitly begun

formulating a methodology.  My research deliberately takes an oppositional approach, as

denoted by my title, in formulating questions about the conception and use of spatial

metaphors around the Internet.  However, in probing the spatial nature of the initial and

rapidly conceived metaphorical conceptions of ‘cyberspace’ I do not attempt argument for its

own sake.  Instead, I seek a ‘systematic openness’, as Massumi (2002) suggests, to the event of

the Internet.  I hope to reawaken the shock to thought of the abstract melange of technologies

it condenses in metaphorical representation. Many commentators and critics have settled in

the comfort of the normalised, and perhaps glib, discussion of ‘cyberspace’ but as

Haythornthwaite and Wellman (2002: 4-5) suggest ‘the reality of the internet is more

important than the dazzle’.  It seems crucial to me, that research appropriately questions

received norms.

The various methods I will deploy in my investigation are aimed at unpicking both the

genealogy and choreography of spatial metaphor.  At the most practical end of the spectrum I

will engage in a participant observation.  As Hine (2000) suggests, through ethnography one

Figure 1: An imaginative spectrum (Own diagram)
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can ‘explore the complex links between the claims which we make for the new technologies in

different arenas: the home, the workplace, the mass media and the academic journal […]’  (4).

This will differ from traditionally recognisable methods in that it is by participation in the

recent and popular phenomenon of the online community, MySpace.com.  At the more

discursive end of the spectrum I will conduct a review of literature from academic, cultural,

technological and legislative fields.  I hope to compliment this with interviews I will conduct

with technology professionals on their role in the induction of metaphor through the design

and engineering process.

To place my research project in context I will conduct a literature review that not only

addresses the theory that has been produced within geography but also in the broader scheme

of the social sciences and humanities.  I will also draw upon a cross section of texts from

popular culture, government legislation and technological commentary to tease out a

genealogy of spatial metaphor.  Popular culture offers rich pickings from science fiction writers

such as William Gibson, arguably the originator of the term ‘cyberspace’.  Consumer texts

such as the various guides to the web, online music and video as well as the plethora of

magazines on the subject such as ‘Web Active’ might provide further depth.  The

governmental and legislative discourse that I may draw upon will be from the English-

speaking world and primarily from the UK, with some notable exceptions such as the US

Department for Homeland Security’s ‘Plan to Secure Cyberspace’.  However, it is important

to identify that whilst this research project might benefit from a broad contextualisation, as a

researcher I must recognise the limits inherent to my project, namely the quantity of words

and the amount of time available.  Therefore, I will be modest in my expectations of what can

be included in such a literature review.  Finally, there is a wealth of technological writings by

notable individuals involved in academic and corporate research that cannot be ignored in

such a theoretical framing.  Academics and commentators such as Mitchell (1995; 2000;

2005), Negropente (1995), Rheingold (1986; 1989; 1998) and Rushkoff (2004) have had

great bearing in the popular discussion of the Internet.  In reviewing this skein of literature I

shall examine the rhetorical organisation of the discourse, namely the schemes of argument

that play out its authority.  Added to which I shall closely read texts for the fine detail and

nuance of debate, particularly paying attention to the variation in argument that often acts as a

means to uncover peculiar emphases or meanings.  I will also draw upon the Irigaray’s (see:

Irigaray, 2004) attention to intuition in analysis, which I hope will facilitate accessibility in my

review.

By engaging in an internet-based participant observation I hope to document the means by

which relationality is redefined through the trans-locative and dis-locative connections made

through online communities.  MySpace.com is a system in which users can create an account

and author web pages, adding text, audio and video content: ‘MySpace lets you share photos,
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journals and interests with your growing network of mutual friends’ (MySpace, 2006).  The

crux of the system is the connection of accounts via groups and semi-permanent friendships

that are listed on each user’s page.  MySpace has had a profound effect in allowing nascent

bands to showcase their music and solicit feedback from a wide audience.  A notable recent

example is that of the singer/songwriter Lily Allen, who since the beginning of 2006 has

conducted almost all of her publicity from a MySpace page, resulting in success in the singles

chart, television appearances and substantial popularity amongst users of MySpace and the

broader youth-related music market (Observer, 2006).  The participant observation will

consist of setting up a MySpace page and attempting to join groups that share my personal

interests - I suspect that this will mostly be music oriented - and hopefully exchange digital

friendships with other users. Ethnography can, in this respect, serve as a means of uncovering

the more personal aspects of emergent socio-technical relations.  Online participant

observation will afford ‘a grounded approach that aims for a deep understanding of the

cultural foundations of the group.  The use of different ways of observing and communicating

with participants provides a kind of triangulation through which observations can be cross-

checked’ (Hine, 2000: 21).  I will from the outset make my research intensions explicit

through my personal description on my allotted page.  I will also make an honest attempt to

engage as myself.  Of course in analysing my field notes it will be important to pay attention

to my own sense of comfort and integration and contrast this with any perceived difference in

the conduct of other users I contact due to the nature of my position as researcher.  As Allen’s

(1996) study into conducting ethical research online attests: ‘Faced with dialogic integrity and

acknowledged positionality by a researcher, research participants from [online] communities

may have a different attitude to research concerning their practices [online]” (186).  However,

this can be one of the strengths of employing such a methodology. Conducting an

ethnographic enquiry using the Internet affords the possibility of gaining a reflexive

understanding of the various socio-technical relations.   As Hine (2000) suggests, participant

observations ‘provides [sic.] a symmetry to the ethnography, as the ethnographer learns

through using the same media as informants’ (Hine, 2000: 10).

Whilst my research is not primarily concerned with the play of identity in online communities

it is a factor to which I will need to be sensitive (for a more detailed discussion see: Hakken,

1999; Rheingold, 1998; Turkle, 1995; and Valentine & Holloway, 2002).  A further

interesting aspect of engaging in internet-based participant observation is the arguable

diminution of affect in the purely representational nature of the Internet.  The limits of

representation thus question not only how much one can perceive about the relationships

conducted online but also asks interesting questions of the nature of how we conceive of space

and place.  Particularly, one might ask how a limitation of affect, given a solely

representational communication system, might impact upon our construction and

identification of place.  The nature of encounters online must surely be different, the
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immediacy of the visceral and physiognomic is technically mediated and thus the capacity ‘to

act differently according to the objects encountered’ (Deleuze, 1988: 21 cited in Dewsbury,

2000: 486) is dulled.  Key questions in my research project must therefore be: Do users notice

an affectual difference in technically mediated relations? And how does such a difference effect

our construction and identification of place?

To compliment the other methods employed in this project, and to act as a bridge across the

spectrum between discourse and practice, I will conduct interviews with professionals in

relevant fields of technological production.  I foresee the most likely field as being interface

design for Internet-based applications and web design.  If possible I will attempt to interview

technologists who were historically involved in the design and software engineering of

Graphical User Interfaces in early computer operating systems, where the origins of many

contemporary spatial metaphors in computing lie (see for example: Canfield Smith et al.

1982).

I intend to take an ‘interview guide approach’ (Kitchin & Tate, 2000: 214) to interviews. I

will have a loose agenda for questioning that will allow for comparability and yet the

interviewee will largely control the nature and direction of the interview.  It will therefore be

important to build a rapport with interviewees and so I hope to find informal and sympathetic

settings for my interviews.  If it is not possible to engage in face-to-face interviews I will pursue

my questioning by email where appropriate, to gain the broadest data set possible.  In

analysing interview transcripts I will classify common themes that emerge to allow

comparison.  Rather than using a numerical method I will use an interpretive analysis, relying

upon my own judgement to draw out commonality (Crang, 2002; Kitchin & Tate, 2000).

Where appropriate I will draw identify relationships and associations between the different

themes that emerge.

The ethical considerations that might be associated with research into online communities

have been discussed by a number of researchers with an interest in the field (see: Allen, 1996;

Hakken, 1999; Herring, 1996; Jones, 1994; and Reid, 1996).  However, the incredibly rapid

development of new online applications, and user interpretations thereof, highlights the

importance of the timely appraisal of the ethical dimensions of any study of the digitally

virtual.  It seems reasonable to assert that each research project should involve the

consideration of the factors surrounding the particular object of study rather than attempt to

apply a general rule, “the crucial experience is that the participants perceive the researcher as

an active ethical interlocutor, not as a clinically dispassionate a collector of behaviors […]”

(Allen, 1996: 186).  Whilst I believe it is important to take on the ethical responsibility of

conducting research and carefully consider one’s own ethical position – not simply bowing to

received norms, however carefully they may have been considered – (see Thrift, 2003b) it is
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prudent to head the advice offered from highly credible sources, such as research councils and

institutional ethics committees, that have carefully considered such issues and thus commence

from an appropriate ethical starting point.  In this regard, I will adopt the key ethical precepts

for research laid out by the Association of Internet Researchers (AoIR) and the Economic and

Social Research Council (ESRC):  I will, to the best of my ability, attempt to ensure integrity

and quality of research; I will openly disclose my research intensions to all research staff and

subjects involved; where appropriate I will keep applicable information confidential and

respondents anonymous; I will make no attempt to coerce research participants and avoid

harm to any participant; finally I will make clear and explicit the independence of my research

and any partiality that will inevitably be present  (see: Ess & AoIR, 2002; and ESRC, 2006:

1).

In concluding I would like to make a brief comment on drawing conclusions.  It is easy to see

how there can be a strong urge in research projects, given the required investment of time,

effort and emotion, to try and make a difference by forming what one might see as important

or far-reaching conclusions.  Many researchers will attest that it is actually quite difficult if not

rare to be presented with the opportunity to do so.  There is an implicit research style adopted

in this project, that of opening oneself to the over-looked or the assumed norms of the

everyday.  In this spirit, my explicit aim is to engage in tentative research that I hope will result

in modest well-grounded conclusions.

In summary, my project might be described as an investigation into how the Internet has

inspired detailed and elaborate spatial metaphors for describing the abstract nature of the

medium. Furthermore, it is an investigation into whether or not collections of inter-related

web pages, which are apparently being used to construct communities, can be considered

places.  To question these spatial metaphors I will employ a variety of methods from taking

part in and observing the relations formed using contemporary and emerging applications

upon the Internet to interviewing technical experts.  I will conduct a wide-ranging trans-

disciplinary literature review, including the social sciences, humanities and technically

concerned natural sciences.  Bringing together all of these elements I hope to be able to in

some small way, inform debates upon the nature of our relationship with and through an

increasingly pervasive panoply of technology.

Notes

1. An interesting contrast is that an average consumption of television of 25.2 hours per

week (Ofcom, 2006: 92).  It is also worth noting that the Ofcom report does not include

statistics nor analysis of wireless Internet connection usage, public or residential.
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Appendix 2

Empirical Evidence

Table of Interviews Conducted

Interview Interview No.

Informal interview with MySpace User ‘A’ on the 16th July 2006 Interview 1

Informal interview with MySpace User ‘B’ on the 18th July 2006 Interview 2

Email interview with Dr Ralph Kimball between 5th and 7th of

August 2006

Interview 3

Email interview with Alex Soojung-Kim Pang between 7th and

23rd of August 2006

Interview 4

Email interview with Howard Rheingold between 8th and 9th of

August 2006

Interview 5

Interview with James Ash, MySpace user and member of a band

‘Cobra Kai’, who collectively use MySpace on the 10th August

2006

Interview 6
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Email interview with Howard Rheingold between
8th and 9th of August 2006

Key: Sam Kinsley (Researcher) / Howard Rheingold (Subject)

22:09 on 8th August 2006

Hi Howard,

 Sorry for the delay in my reply, I've had computer problems!  Thank you so much for replying so quickly and
agreeing to some questions.

I have refined my questions down to three, that touch the core of my interests.  I hope that they fall within
your time requirements.  Please feel free to answer in as much, or as little(!), detail as you feel is necessary.
Please also feel free to copy the questions into a document to reply.

Firstly, could you confirm that you are happy to be named as an expert respondent in my dissertation?

Yes, confirmed.

This document will have a limited audience, and should I use any of the relevant material for published
papers I will ask for your permission again.

On to my questions:

Throughout 'The Virtual Community', including in the revised edition (2000), you conceptualise the day-to-
day activities of virtual communities within a somewhat separate cyberspace.  Please could you briefly describe
if and how your understanding of 'cyberspace' has since changed?

The nature of online social activities and the population that participate in them have radically
expanded and evolved since I wrote the Virtual Community. Two relevant areas of change are the
increasing connection between the virtual and physical worlds, and the attention that critics have paid
to spatial metaphors for online social practices.

1.  I wrote in my more recent book, Smart Mobs, about the convergence of the PC, the Internet, and
the mobile telephone, which effectively untethers Internet access from the stationary desktop and moves
it into the pockets of people moving about in the world. I also wrote about the way location-aware
applications make it possible for people to use mobile devices to read and write information online that
is pertinent to specific geographical locations. Both of these developments have changed the notion that
the Internet and the social practices afforded by Internet connection are associated exclusively with
desktop computers and tethered to a landline Internet connection.

2.  The subtitle that the marketing department at my publisher tacked onto The Virtual Community,
"Homesteading on the Electronic Frontier" has been the object of critical discussion. The notion of a
"frontier" to be "colonized" and "homesteaded" has been criticized as imperialistic. To some degree, I've
internalized that criticism by taking greater care in the ways I use spatial metaphors to describe online
interactions.

Do you feel that expansive or extra- spatial ideas of computer-mediated communications, such as 'cyberspace',
remain useful to understanding the way we relate to, and through, technology?  Could you please briefly
explain why?

Yes, but not universally. Clearly, online communities such as There or Second Life explicitly use avatars
and graphical depictions of physical landscapes to situate their social activities in a spatial context. But it
is clear that a spatial situation is not relevant to all  activity online, and in  many cases is inappropriate.
In 1987, when I first started writing  about online socializing, there wasn't much of  a public discourse,
vocabulary, or inventory of mental models. That isn't true now, nearly 20 years later.
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Given such an understanding of the spatial (or not) nature of virtual communities, how would you
characterise or describe the place of a virtual community?

Which virtual community? An IRC channel, where the names of all who are present are visible? An
asynchronous message board, where it isn't possible to know who is logged in at any specified time? An
avatar world like Second Life? A Google Group? Each format probably requires a different mental
model.

<end>

23:25 on 9th August 2006

Hi Howard,

Thank you very much for your response.  I have some follow up queries that, if you have time to answer them
I'd be most grateful, but I understand if you can't.

1)  Given the untethering of the Internet via mobile communications devices would you say that the virtual
and physical remain separate 'worlds'? Or do they commingle?

As long as your avatar in a virtual world can get run over by a truck and come back to life minutes later,
there will be a very important difference between the world where  bits are  affected and the one where
atoms and flesh and blood are affected. They interpenetrate and model and in some senses control each
other, but the cyber and physical worlds have the barrier of embodiment that is particularly important
to the person who inhabits the body in question.

2) Would you say that 'cyberspace' is inherently social and thus must be principally understood as socially
produced?

Yes, but that is not a priori always true. It might be possible for machines to create virtual worlds in
which they interact in a spatial manner.

3) Regarding the place of virtual communities, I'm sorry I think that question was unclear.  Perhaps I could
put it this way:

Would you say that virtual communities are places by virtue of relations between participants?  Or perhaps
the assemblage of technologies that make up the sites/pages/channels/forums manifest a place that is inhabited
by participants?

I refer you to Langdon Winner's concept of "technology regimes" that include the hardware and
software, the supply chains that led to the manufacture of the artifacts, the learning necessary to use a
technology, the politics of the technology's use and regulation, the outputs into the physical, mental
and social worlds. Virtual communities don't exist without media, people, and social practices coming
together. A virtual community could decide to regard itself as inhabiting a place, the imagining could be
left to the individuals, or the group could decide that it is NOT a place. So yes, social construction is
necessary but not sufficient. You need the cognitive, the social, and the technological elements together
in a certain way.

I'm sorry if the first questions were not specific enough, I've tried not to be too leading which risks less focus!
Thanks again for taking the time to reply, I really do appreciate it.

Best wishes,
Sam.
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Interview with James Ash, MySpace user and
member of a band ‘Cobra Kai’, who collectively
use MySpace

Conducted: 10th August 2006

S: Ok, well, thanks for agreeing to be interviewed about the wonders of MySpace.

J: That’s alright.

S: Um, I just thought you might like to start off by … explaining why you got into using MySpace.

J: Ok, I got into using MySpace through my band, I just have a band page I don’t have a

personal page, and um… I think Seth, the bass player in my band, Seth told me about it the

first time and I’d never really heard of it and I logged on and I wasn’t really sure, the first time

I logged on I wasn’t realy sure what the hell was going on, um and then I kind of, then, yeah, I

think we made our own page and then we kind of got into the swing of it um… yeah err.

S; So do you find yourself, are you one of the principal users?

J: Well, we all have, there’s basically one password and one email address to access it, but we

all have that email address and password, so you all kind of access it, and kind of mess around

with whats on there, quite often if someone puts something but someone else doesn’t like it

they’ll just take it down. So, quite often there is this quiet bickering going on between us cos,

I’ll change the colours and someone else doesn’t like and they’ll change it again.  And it’ll kind

of work itself out in the end…

S: So, are you all united in the usefulness of MySpace?

J: Yeah, I think that, yeah we all agree its like, basically when our account got deleted we

realised that when our account got deleted we realised that for a band these days you almost

have to have a MySpace page, we’ve actually personally got quite a few gigs through MySpace

and kind of met people through MySpace and stuff like that, so its actually been helpful for

us.

S: A-hah
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J: Before we… got deleted I was really of the opinion that it was a good thing and that it is

like actually a very open forum for creating kind of our events and all kinds of stuff and I saw

it is a very positive thing… but then once our account got deleted, I err, my opinion slightly

changed.

S: So you got um, you said your account got deleted…

J: Yeah

S: Was that err, was that a dramatic loss?

J: It was actually, yeah, its surprising it really was surprising cos I thought, you know, its just a

free page of HTML connected to other pages essentially, that’s all it is, just to host a few

images and things like that. But we were actually we were really pissed off cos basically we lost

our presence, cos, when we got deleted, all of the comments we left on other pages and all of

the emails we sent and received completely disappeared, and also with that, the other

annoying thing was that when you leave comments on other peoples pages it’s another link to

your page and people only have to click once then they’re on your page and you get another

profile view and you kind of lose the extended web of links that you created on MySpace

through the comments you have left and stuff like that and being in people’s top 8friends lists,

cos that, disappearing from peoples top 8 friends lists was really annoying and we obviously

lost over 4000 plays on our player of the various songs that we have put up, amd that just

went, and all our friends, over 300 friends just went, it was all completely eradicated. And our

experiences with the customer services were really bad as well they sent us like an automated

email one day saying that, you know, that our account was deleted, and we went to log on and

our account was gone. It wasn’t accessible and they said in the email that, I think it was

something to do with

[noise]

J: Err ok, yeah, they had a complaint about our page and thay we’d broken, they’d had a

complaint and it had been substantiated by themselves and they wouldn’t tell us what it was

but it was something to do with we’d broken MySpace’s terms and conditions of use, or

something, and that was it and we were like, well can we at least get our information back, you

know at least get, at least get the stuff we lost, cos we had like a ‘gigography’ of all of the gigs

we had like a list of all the gigs, cos you can have like a list of the gigs we’ve done, and

MySpace was the history of the band, it was the living history of the band, that got updated

and that basically had all of the information of the things we’d done over the past, nearly two

years, so yeah, it was really quite annoying.
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S: So, its the importance of MySpace as a record then?

J: Yeah,

S: Going back to, I mean you said a couple of things, um, about the way relations are almost

quantified…

J: Yeah,

S: You talked about being in top-8 lists and also the number of page views…

J: Yeah

S: In what way is a page view significant?

J: Absolutely yeah.  That’s a question I asked myself when our account got deleted and erm, in

and of itself there is not significance to profile views, its as simple as that, but I guess I

associate the amount of profile views we have with our kind of the local status of the band

really, um, and the more profile views we got I’d like to think it is the case that err… more

people will have heard of us.  You know, the more profile views you’ve had the more people at

least might remember your name and your music, and I guess as a local band, what most local

bands want is a bit of local recognition, you don’t even need to like them, the fact that they

even exist as a band, its almost kind of a recognition that we’re a Bristol band, that we’re a

local band, so on MySpace basically the people we’re friends with who like the same kind of

music we are and basically local people from Bristol.  I mean other local bands for example,

will just try and get friends requests just from people from Bristol to try and get a local buzz

about their band.  So, I guess the profile views in and of themselves are meaningless but

actually, they sell you, they mark a recognition from other people…

S: So, the profile itself is um, is a record of notoriety?

J: Yeah  I guess you can say that

S: And a record of the relations you have with other people and other bands.  So, how significant

was it that, you’re page had an address that there was a location that if you want information

about your band then I can go some ’where’?

J: To me that was actually the least important thing actually, cos our original profile, Seth

created the profile, cos all the MySpace addresses are MySpace dot com slash and then a name,
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as you know, and our original URL was MySpace dot com slash ‘cobrakai1’, number one, so

when we recreated our profile we chose ‘cobra kai music’, which actually made more sense,

which was actually in a way a better URL.  I’d say that the URL in itself isn’t really important,

people don’t really, people for the first time they look at your page might type in the URL but

once they’ve added you as a friend they only have to remember the name ‘cobra kai’, the band

name, the picture and the name ‘cobra kai’.  So actually the address was probably the least

important thing on MySpace, it was more about kind of getting your name and your band

photo up and stuff, so at gigs form example people say they’re MySpace but after that you’re

kind of there, you’re present.

S:  So your use of MySpace then, how often do you sign in?

J: Yeah, ok. I’d say that at the height of our last profile when, once you get above about 1500

profile views, it starts to like, it starts to kind of snowball, the net kind of becomes wider for

the links you’ve got, and you get more friends requests and emails saying, you know, do you

want to do a gig and stuff, so at the height of it when we had lots of profile views, I’d kind of

log-in about 5 times a day, it was a kind of distraction from doing work, and its, its quite

addictive actually…

S: So are you the, are you the principle user of the account?

J: No, I’d say that probably… probably between us we probably log in about the same amount

of times a day. You know, I definitely think its quite addictive, when you have, when you start

to  get those links anyway it is…

S: So you mentioned feedback briefly, and that’s important, but what would you say is the most

significant thing to get up…

J: to have on the page?

S: … to have on that page?  Is it your music?

J: Yeah, for a band its just kind of like, its not even the music as such, I mean its more just the

general presence, because the music player, for example, will list plays, um, but you don’t have

to necessarily have to have listened to the whole song, so if you have, if you set the player to

automatically play when someone enters the page then actually, the amount of music played

on your profile, its got, say 3000 plays, that represents the number of ties people have

refreshed that pay or clicked on and off the page, so you have to set it that you have to actually

click on a song before it starts playing, so in fact people who it set to click then they have a
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much more representative but generally much lower count on they’re player, so having music

up is important, I guess… but our stuff is very kind of rough demos, so I mean, its more just

an idea of what we’re about…

S: But that as opposed to um… comments from um, fans or people who are interested?

J: I’d say if people are interested then that’s the most important thing, cos that feedback is

kind of like… there, people like, its nice when people say its quite cool or they might try and

come to a gig, and that’s cool to hear…

S: But that’s… there’s a difference between public and private feedback on myspace isn’t there?

J: Yeah

S: You can be sent a message…

J: Yeah

S: Or you can be left a comment,

J: Yeah, exactly, yeah

S: … and the comment is almost like something pinned to a notice board

J: yeah

S: … whereas, there’s two different…

J: Yeah, part of the comments thing, when you leave a comment for someone else it’s a way of

expanding your links, and I’m pretty sure they knowingly do, its pretty clever its why

MySpace do it, it encourages you to leave comments, so you are more likely to get profile

views yourself. So you get comments like, thanks for your comment, I enjoyed that, come

check out my page, you know. So, I mean you could kind of say that a comment is like an

advert for your page.

S: Yeah,

J: Whereas when you organise gigs, or events and stuff you tend to use the email system which

is a much more standardised email thing…
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S: And they’ve just introduced the events thing…

J: Oh, events yeah…

S: Which is much more like a kind of purpose-built bulletin…

J: Yeah, I’d say that’s, in my experience, facebook has a similar thing you can organise ‘events’

and stuff, but that’s a little bit, that does it much better.  But MySpace, you can only do so

many and you can just delete them, the events thing…

S: Do you use the forums or the groups stuff?

J: Aahhh…

S: Have you ever constructed a group, like a friends of Cobra Kai group?

J: I haven’t actually, I don’t know why really, it just haven’t really featured much…

S: Do you find that the focus is more on the immediacy of the profiles?

J: Yeah

S: You mentioned another service just a minute ago, facebook, so MySpace isn’t the one-stop shop…

J: Nah,

S: for things Cobra Kai then?

J: Well, it is at the moment actually, we could… with facebook you can’t really, you’d have to

create a Cobra Kai group for the band, um, rather than like create a cobra kai page, so it

would kind of be a different thing, we’d still like to do that but at the moment we can’t really

be bothered, we’d get people from university involved more, but MySpace is more like, with

facebook its kind of a semi closed network, because people can’t, like people can look me up

on facebook and view a picture and know its me but if they click on my profile they can’t view

it if they’re not from Bristol, until I’ve added them  as friends, whereas with MySpace people

can come in from anywhere and they’re encouraged to look at your page and um whatever…
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S: You picked up on a couple of things earlier, like getting gigs through MySpace and MySpace as

an online community and almost a physical community that is manifested in Bristol, do you get

bigger audiences?

J: Um, probably not, I’d say that the exposure on MySpace is a superficial exposure, yeah, we

get bigger audience cos we get to play with bigger bands, like there’s this band called ‘safety

word’, yeah who actually do have a fan base in Bristol, and they are, they get a lot of good

reviews and write-ups and stuff…

S: Was that through…

J: That was purely through MySpace yeah, that was um, I think Paul our guitarist stumbled

on their page somehow and was like, oh, um, I’ve never seem you guys play in Bristol before,

and they got in touch, and they said that they had never seen us in Bristol before either, so lets

do a gig together, so we were ‘yeah sure’, so that’s resulted in three gigs we’ve done together,

and there’s another one in October I think… and yeah, so that was purely a random kind of

thing and if it wasn’t for MySpace that wouldn’t have happened.

S: When you meet as band in the pub or whatever and you’re discussing um, a strategy for

organising gigs and organising yourselves and whatever…

J: yeah

S: …how much does MySpace factor into that?

J: I’d say that MySpace is like 0 percent, no 80 maybe 90%, for example at our last gig there’s

a guy who does the flyers for ‘safety word’ and so they emailed us a flyer on MySpace and we

printed it out and we organised all the details like who’s bringing what gear and what time to

come to the venue,  all that kind of stuff was done via MySpace, and all we needed to do was

turn up to the gig and… give out some flyers. Um, almost all of the arrangements were

entirely arranged via MySpace, you know, we like, never phoned Rob from ‘Safety Word’,  we

have an email, not even an email but an email through MySpace, we haven’t got his email

address, I’ve got one of their phone numbers, but we know that’s not important cos we know

we can get them through MySpace… and they’ll check it so we just do that… yeah

S: So, in that sense is MySpace a medium through which you communicate?

J: I’d say yeah, I’d definitely say yeah, its um, it’s a very easy way cos you don’t have to ah, its

not like somebody phoning you when you’re busy or something, you choose when you log
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into MySpace so you kind of see it when you log in, so you can’t get hold of them when

you’re not, they can send you reminders to you’re email address about people who’ve added

you and stuff like that but when you’re on MySpace you can leave messages and they’ll pick

them up when they’re logged on, so I don’t have to worry about calling Rob cos I know on

MySpace he’ll get back to me when he’s good and ready…

S: Is it also ah, is it because you can leave comments, you can leave messages in that asynchronous

manner, are those locations? Where you’re leaving messages? Or ah, is it one big place?

J: It’s not really, I don’t really consider it a place, I just see it kind of as, ah, like you said

earlier, more like a notice board…

S: Is a notice board not a place?

J: Yeah, ah, its ah… I think that’s the whole point really, you don’t really think about it, its

not really a place its ah, page… it’s a page of a book or like a notice board…

S: Just to follow you’re, a couple of your analogies, if you talk about a page in a book then…

MySpace like a book? Or…

J: Um…

S: Do you know what I mean?

J: Yeah, MySpace is just an overarching way in which to view pages, its just a mechanism

really, it’s a mechanism to view different pages and link different pages in different ways

according to the different rules it sets up to do that, like add a friend or whatever, that’s kind

of how I see it…

S: There is tension though between um, a collection of numbers of page views and that’s very public

its up there and present, like a sign, and then there’s the relationships which you engage in so there’s

almost a duality there?

J: Yep…

S: Certainly throughout this conversation, for you, it seems to me, the relationships are far more

significant
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J: Yeah, I think that’s, I think the relationships is what makes it, I think if you asked … most

people who use it regularly, yeah um, its just like the content, the page itself the fact that they

have a space its just, when we lost our page it, it wasn’t about losing the URL, it was about

losing the content of that page, which is what most people would probably relate to and the

comments and the links that we’d made, its like having a space, is like whatever but … having

that kind of archive of content…

S: I’m interested by the, if you’ll forgive me there’s a kind of confusion, you talk about content, you

talk about an archive, that could be a place, but actually seeing through that its that it is a

representation of relationships, but relationships are intangible, they’re not viewable so the

representation is what you’re left with, and I’m just wondering if that representation can still be

considered a place?

J:  I don’t know… I really don’t know, I can only tell you what I think about when I’m using

it, so ah, I don’t know…

S: Yeah of course… so the relations are what’s key…

J: The relationships, and the content that those relationships create, I think in terms of the

comments and flyers…

S: Do you see MySpace as continuing to be significant after the end of your band then?

J: Um … I think … in my case, my band … we’ve taken it as far as we can go now, and we’re

starting to cool down now, so we’ll finish up sooner or later, and um… I suppose if you have

songs people enjoy, you can take it much further… cos there’s these programs that people use

to capture information and they can kind of automate the creation of those relationships, with

comments and stuff, whether that means that, whether MySpace know, I think its against the

terms and conditions of MySpace, I don’t think you can use data gathering software to mine

MySpace um .. but a lot of people do, but um…

S: But what’s the net result of that though? Apart from numbers?

J: Exactly!  The thing is for example, if your band is really good an they’ve got really good

songs, even if they mine all of their gigs, even though they extract this data, they get a load of

really good comments anyway… the reason MySpace captures the band… if you’re really

good…
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S: I can understand if the numbers lead somewhere, like if you’re asked to re-record your music

professionally to be sold, but the numbers in and of themselves don’t really mean anything, do you

understand any significance?

J: No, I don’t… its just that more is better.  More is… um, more views of your page and your

net spread wider over MySpace, I’ve probably said this before, but that number, in and of

itself… that means nothing, in and of itself… but if all those people … really enjoyed the

music then that means something… and that’s good and they might come to your gigs and

that’s great…

S: But if you consider MySpace extracted from the world then I don’t understand the significance of

those numbers, and it sounds as though you don’t either, it seems to me that it has to lead to

something…

J: I mean, it has lead to something, like playing gigs and more people turning up and people

leaving comments, but having said that the numbers… if you ask someone if they want less or

more profile views then they’re always gonna say more… and I don’t think anyone will  be

able to tell you why…

S: It’s a very skewed quantification of popularity

J: Absolutely, yeah

S: You were saying that your band was winding up anyway, but if you were planning to pursue, if

you were going to make a go of it, is MySpace a stepping-stone to getting recorded or anything like

that?

J: Well, here you go, for example like, Joe’s band ‘We take flight’ they were together for like 4

or 5 months and through MySpace, through the big public bit of MySpace they go

interviewed for this podcast thing called the ‘Monday Breakdown’ and they actually recorded

stuff which was played on this podcast, like a video podcast… and um that worked, that

worked for them… but that had a lot to do with, Joe, they’re bass player he’s very good at

talking to people and he’s very good at pushing them anyway and with MySpace it definitely

contributed… because, almost because the ‘Monday Breakdown’ saw how many profile views

they had and they thought I know if we get them on, all those people who know they’re

profile will watch the podcast… which hten raises they’re viewing audience…

S: And also probably raises their advertising revenue…
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J: Exactly yeah…

S: I mean, that is interesting that… that quantification suddenly gets tied into something more

real…

J: Money, yeah…  I’d say there’s money at either end… there’s probably money involved. But

in the middle there’s a different kind of value attached to things… no one’s sure what really…

S: Do you think the bands ultimately win?

J: On MySpace? Its not really about winning or losing… its about exposure, I’d say regardless

of whether that exposure leads anywhere, you get exposure.  Its just that there are so many

bands up there that most people just probably forget you’re up there, but there is something

called ‘fans’, if you search ‘cobra kai music’ then it’ll come up and there’s kind of profile views

and there’s fans listed, and I think it means that fans are peope who have come back and

viewed your page more than once… perhaps that would be a better way of looking at it for a

band… cos, as I say its really about how many people like your band or not… you know.

S: If you do wind up as a band and you’re not gigging, will the page at MySpace ‘cobra kai music’

persist?

J: Yeah! We… it’ll almost be like a monument, it sounds silly… but like a monument to the

two years of music and we’ll post all of our gig dates and photos and stuff and say thanks very

much and stuff and like I say it will persist, unless it gets delete again… hah… but it will

persist and although the profile views will go down cos it won’t be active, the profile will be

there, it’ll be cool as a kind of archive, but that’s pretty cool…

S: Well, I think we can leave it there.  Than kyuo vey much James, I really appreciate your time.

J: No worries!
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Appendix 3

My profile page:
http://www.myspace.com/sam_kinsley




